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LYRICS AND THE LAW: CENSORSHIP
OF ROCK-AND-ROLL IN THE UNITED STATES AND
GREAT BRITAIN
1.

INTRODUCTION

The year 1954 marks a watershed in American popular music-the
beginning of rock-and-roll. Thirty-eight years later rock-and-roll is still a
vibrant and distinct music form, although difficult to define because of its
complex blend of influences and its evolution over four decades. Carl
Belz, a music historian, uses the you-know-it-when-you-hear-it approach,
namely, that "[a]ny listener who wants rock defined specifically is probably
unable to recognize it."'
Rock music has always had dedicated fans and equally devoted
enemies. This note will explore the attempts to censor rock music,
comparing censorship efforts in the United States with those in Great
Britain. After relating a brief history of American rock-and-roll, it will
offer an analysis of United States constitutional protections for entertainment in general, and music in particular. It will then evaluate regulatory
measures by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"), state
statutory schemes, voluntary labeling by the record industry, and obscenity
prosecutions in light of these constitutional guarantees,
This note will also explore British views toward rock music, protection
of free expression in Great Britain, statutory and common law offenses in
the area of obscene and indecent materials, and contemporary British
broadcasting standards.
Finally, this note will examine reasons why censorship of rock lyrics
is increasing dramatically in the United States but waning in Great Britain,
and why rock music merits protection as an important form of expression.

1. CARL BELZ,THE STORY OFROCK 7 (1969).
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II. CENSORSHIP OF ROCK Music: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
A. History of Rock-and-Roll
Rock-and-roll resulted from a cross-fertilization among three
previously distinct fields of music: pop, rhythm and blues, and country and
2
western. Before 1954, each field had its own recording artists, record
companies, radio3 stations, and audiences to which the music made its
strongest appeal.

Prior to the emergence of rock, pop music commanded the largest
4
audience and was dominated by several major record companies.'
Stylistically, the pop music field featured white ballad singers such as
Perry Como and Kay Starr.6 While there were a few black pop siiigers,
like Nat King Cole and the Ink Spots,7 they appealed to the same white
audience as did the white artists.'
The country and western field included different types of music, often
depending upon the geographical area in which the listeners resided. 9 This
music, also popular mainly with a white audience, had a chain of
established radio stations and a circuit of performance sites.'5
The rhythm and blues field appealed traditionally to a black audience," with small independent record companies, rather than major fims
producing and distributing these songs.' The extent of racial segregation
in popular music is illustrated by the use of the music industry expression
"race music" to characterize the field of rhythm and blues.' 3
2. Id. at 16.
3. 1d
4. Id at 17.
5. Id.

6. Id. at 18.
7. Id at 19.
8. Id
9. Id. at 25.
10. Id. at 24.
11. Id. at 22.
12. Id.

13. Id. at 21. The l rn "racemsic" was ased antil approximately 1949. Id.
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field provided the
Of the three music strands, the rhythm-and-blues
4
"rockrichest infusion of artists to mold rock-and-roll. The expression
5
and-roll" was derived from the rhythm and blues tradition.' 6
Rock historians consider "Sh-Boom" by the Chords,' which was
released in the sunmner of 1954, to be the first rock-and-roll song.' This
song was initially a hit with the rhythm and blues audience and then
became equally popular with the pop music audience's when a second9
version was "covered," or recorded, by the Crew Cuts, a white group.'
In yet another version by Bobby Williamson, "Sh-Boom" had significant
sales in the country and western audience.Yo By the fall of 1954, "ShBoom" had become one of the twenty best-selling records in England."
This pattern occurred repeatedly in 1954 and 1955.' An unknown
song by an unknown artist-unknown at least to the pop music audiand emerged as a pop
ence-was released in the rhythm and blues field
3
audience
By 1956, pop
music favorite when covered by a pop artist.
4
sensibilities had adjusted to the rhythm and blues influence, and cover
versions no longer dominated rock-and-roll.'
Ironically, in light of its plot,2 the movie The Blackboard Jungle
14. Id.at 20.
pkinne

rock-and-roll
and blues artists who became
of rhythm
Fora discussion

ED WARD.sEAi,ROCKOFAGEsTHERoLato SmInHSroRy orRocK-ARN u 56

60, 84-86 (1986).
OFAN ERA1954-1963,at3
A CHRONICLE
THATOLDfTs Rocc-AND-soLL:
AQUIA,
15. RICHARD
for sexual intercourse. Id.Bythe 1930s,
(1989). "Rack-and-roll" was ablack slang expression
"Reekbeginning toappear insong tirles:
and"roll" and the phrase "rock-and-roll' were
roc:k"
Roll" (1947) by
Rock, Were Gonna
Sisters; "We're Gonna
(1934) by heBoswell
and-roll"
Wild Bill Moore; "Good Rocking Tonight" (1948) by Roy Brown; and "Rock All Night Lang"
(1948) by the Ravens. Id.
16. CHoRDs, Sh-Boon(1954).
1,at 25.
17. BELz,supra note

18. Id.at 26.
19. Id.
20.Id.
21. Id.
22. Id.at 27.
23. Examples of"covered" songs include: "Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight" by the
Sisters; "Earth Angel" by the Penguins covered by heCrew
Spaniels covered by the Me Guire
by the El Dorados, and
and "Ain't That A Shame" by Fats Domino, "At My Front Door"
Cuts;
"Tui Frtti" by Little Richard all covered by PatBoone. Id.
24. Id. at 28.
25. ld.

EsSAYSON Pop, ROCKANDCULTURE 144(Simon Frith ed,1990).
26. FAcINGTHEMusic:
Although the moviewas associated with the notion ofjuvenile
[hereinafter FACINGTHEMusic].
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became the vehicle for introducing large numbers of white teenagers to
rock-and-roll.' Its theme song, "Rock Around the Clock," by Bill Haley
and His Comets,s became what rock musician Frank Zappa later called the
"Teenage National Anthem.""
Commentators offer similar explanations for why "Rock Around the
Clock" galvanized teenagers. Carl Belz views it as "protest art,"3° that is,
art which by its very nature is a form of protest against the music of the
past and the values of the older generation.3 1 Peter Wicke, a German
historian, believes that this song was a manifesto of the leisure values of
the American teenager.' Agreeing with Belz, Wicke also characterizes the
song as one in which "every bar seems to signal rebellion."33
White adult America, from parent to preacher to politician, sensed the
link between rock-and-roll and teenage rebellion' and denounced rock as
the devil's music, full of sex, drugs, miscegenation, perversion, communism, atheism, and criminal activities.?
Believing the music was
subversive,' the establishment unleashed the potent weapon of censor7
ship.3 Efforts to reduce the impact of rock music on young people
included banning rock-and-roll parties't and changing lyrics and tiles to
make them more palatable for broadcast.' In order "[t]o protect the virtue
delinquency and teenagers misbehaving in school, Clen Ford, playing the teacher, quells the
rebellious teens. "Despite the radical packaging ... Blackboard Jungle was designed to allay
adult fears." Id.
27. AQUILA, supra note 15, at 8.
28. BILLHALEY AND His Costers, Rock Around the Clock (1955),
29. AQUILA, supra note 15, at 8.
30. BELz, supra note t, at 31.
31. Id.
32. PIoR

WICKE, ROCK Music: CULTURE, AEsTHioCS AND SOCIOLOGy44-45 (1990).

33. Id.at45.
34. AQUILA, supra note 15, at 21.
35. Id.
36. Id.

37. BELZ,supra note 1, at 57.
35. AQUILA,supra note 15, at 21.

39. Id. at 7. "Cover" versions of rhythm and blues songs often sanitized lyrics and titles.
Id. For instance, "Roll with Me, Henry," released by Etta James in 1955,became "Dance with
Me,Hery" when covered the same year by white singer Georgia Gibbs. lid. Changes in lyrics
occurred in "Shake, Rattle, and Roll" from the original version, recorded by Joe Turner in 1954,
to the Bill Haley release of that same year. Id. Joe Tamer sang, "Well, you wear low dresses,
the sun comes shining througMjtcan't believe my eyes that all this belongs to you." Haley sang,
"You wear those dresses, your hair done up so nice/Yo look so wann, but your heart is cold
as ice." Id.
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of America's teenagers" Elvis Presley's 1956 appearance on the Ed
Sullivan show was edited so 4that his hip-gyrating performance was
televised only from the waist up.

Richard Aquila, a rock chronicler, explains the extremely hostile early
response of adult Americans to rock-and-roll in this way:
Adult fear of rock & roll probably says more about the paranoia
and insecurity of American society in the 1950s and early 1960s
than it does about rock & roll. The same adults who feared
foreigners because of the expanding Cold War, and who saw the
Rosenbergs and Alger Hiss as evidence of internal subversion,
often viewed rock & roll as a foreign music42 with its own sinister
potential for corrupting American society.
For some of these adults, the rhythm and blues influence on rock-and3
roll was a "direct affront to the segregationist views of the era."' When
an almost exclusively black audience listened to sexually suggestive rhythm
and blues lyrics, there was no public indignation." When white5 teenagers
began to listen to these lyrics, the public labeled them "smut."'
censorIn the 1960s, two trends in rock music continued to provoke
6
ship efforts: socially-conscious songs and drug-oriented lyrics. The first
was inspired by singers such as Peter, Paul and Mary," who4recorded
trend
songs that questioned the social values of the adult generation. ' Other
the Vietnam War and the economic and political
songs explicitly protested
4
violence provoked
phenomena of that era. ' A song condemning global
40. WARD, supra note 14, at 131.

41. Id.
note 15, at 21.
supro
42. AQUILA,
views rock-and-roll as the"first place whereAmerican blacks andwhites
43. Id.Steve Perry
on anyone at the time."
began to approachgenuine, willful integration," a point "not lost
FACING TH

Music, supranote26, at 69.

44. BELZ,supranote 1,at58.
and
45. Id. at 57. Examples of songs cited as "smut"include "Work with Me Annie"(1954)
and "Honey Love"
"Annie Had a Baby" (1954) sung by Hank Ballard and the Midnighters

Id. at58
(1954)sungby the Drifters.
46. Id.at 168-70.
47. Peter, Paul andManyare characteried as"more overtly activist than anygroupsincethe
Weavers-" WARD, supranote 14, at255,
SlMON FPTH, SOUNDEFFECTs:
48 Fora disussion of folk tsigers and protest music,see Id.;
YOUTH, LEISURE, AND THEPOLITICSOFROCK 27-32 (1983).

note 1,at 168,
49. BELl, sepra

404
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such a controversy that a number of radio and television stations banned
its broadcast.50
The second trend of drug-oriented songs "panicked"'" many adults, as
drugs were a "middle-class bogeyman." 2 Geoffrey Stokes, a rock
historian, described the adult response: "In order to protect home, family
and the American way, ... they decided to eradicate the Dope Menace
while there was still time starting with all those drug songs on the radio.""
Record companies sanitized songs when radio stations began to ban
records with drug-oriented lyrics.5
Communities used zoning laws,

ordinances concerning mass meetings, and injunctions to ban rock concerts
as nuisances." On a national level, the FCC circulated to radio licensees
a warning list of songs with allegedly drug-oriented lyrics.5 6

In the 1980s, a new development in the music industry prompted yet

another attempt at censorship. Rock videos, which are essentially
promotional videotapes of artists performing songs from their albums, 7
began to be featured on cable television stations." Several organizations
protested against the allegedly sex and violence filled videos, deploring
their effect on youthful viewers.5 9 This crusade expanded into an effort to

restrict the public's access to rock lyrics." At least one commentator
believes that this campaign has "exceeded prior music censorship activities

50 The song was Barry McGuire's "Eve of'Destruction" released in 1965. It condemned
violence and hatred andsuggested the world would solf destruct. Id.
51. WARD, supra note 14, at 324.
52. Id.at 322.
53. Id at 324.
54. AM radio stations banned songs with even a hint of drug lyrics, giving record companies
leverage to conventionalize the songs as well as the behavior of their artists. Id. at 322,
55. SeeByron L. Freeland, Note, Rock Festivals and Nuisances, 25 ARK. L. REV. 362. 364
(I971). "Proposed rock festivals have been enjoined most frequently as public nuisances." Id.
56 The list prepared by the Department of Defense contained the following songs:
"Acapulco Gold," "Acid Queen," "Along Comes Mary," "The Alphabet Song," "Cloud Nine,"
"Cocaine Blues," "Don't Step on the Grass," "Eight Miles High," "Fire Poem," "Happiness Is
a Warm Gun." "Hashing," "Hemin." "I Get By with a Little Help from My Friends," "I Like
Marijuana," "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds," "Mellow Yellow," "The New Amphetamine
Shriek," "Purthe Magic Dragon," "The Pusher," "Tambourine Man," "Velvet Cave," "The
Virginia Fugs," "Walking in Space," and "White Rabbit." Peter A. Block, Note, Modern-Day
Sirens: Rock Lyrics and sheFirst Amendment, 63 S CAL. L REV. 777, 822 n.249 (I990).
57. See FACING THE Music, supra note 26, at 95.
58. Id
59. SeeSeth Goodchild, Twisted Sister, Washington Wivesand the First Amendment, 3 ENT.
& SPORTSL.J. 131, 133 (1986).
60, Id.
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to silence a vibrant medium of political and social expresand threatens
6
sion.- 1
B. Free Speech Protection Under the Constitution
The First Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that
Congress "shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech, or of
"
the press. ' This protection, which is applied to the states through the
Fourteenth Amendment,' is a basic principle of American constitutional
jurisprudence. In the words of the Supreme Court: "Freedom of speech
and freedom of the press, which are protected by the First Amendment
from infringement by Congress, are among the fundamental personal rights
and liberties .... "'
The First Amendment protects the right to express oneself and to
guaranteeing what Justice Holmes called the "free
receive information,'
"
trade in ideas. " He believed this competition of ideas was vital, stating
of the thought to get itself
that "[tihe best test of the truth is the power
"
accepted in the competition of the market. '
All speech, however, is not entitled to the same degree of protection
at all times and in all circumstances. The state can regulate speech if the
words present a "clear and present danger"' or if the message falls into
certain categories established by the Supreme Court, such as "the lewd and
obscene, the profane, the libelous ... ."' The Court deems these types of
speech to be of "such slight social value as a step to the truth that any
them is clearly outweighed by the social
benefit that may be derived from
5°
interest in order and morality."
61. lId at 134.
amend. 1.
62. U.S. CONST.
63. U.S. CONSr.amend. XIV.
No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citiens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to ay person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
/d
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Lovell v. Griffin,303 U.S. 444, 450 (1938).
SeeStanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 564 (1969).
Abrams v. United States, 250 US. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
Id.
Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919).
Chapliasky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572 (1942).
Id.
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The Supreme Court eventually granted entertainment First-Amendment
protection. In 1915, the Supreme Court held in Mutual Film Corp. v.
IndustrialCommission of Ohio that the exhibition of motion pictures was
a "business" and that movies, unlike the press, were not "organs of public
7
opinion." ' Then, in 1952, the Court reversed itself in Joseph Burstyn v.
Wilson, concluding that a New York State statute was unconstitutional
because it permitted the banning of a film called The Miracle on grounds
that it was sacrilegious. 7' Justice Clark stated that "[i]t cannot be doubted
that motion pictures are a significant medium for the communication of
ideas . . . . The importance of motion pictures as an organ of public
opinion is not lessened by the fact that they are designed to entertain as
well as inform."'
While the Supreme Court has extended constitutional protection to
some other forms of entertainment,74 such as dance and theatrical
pr6ductions, it has never decided the degree of protection to afford music.
However, the Court has denied certiorari in two cases in which circuit
courts of appeals did extend First-Amendment protection. In Tacynec v.
City of Philadelphia,the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held that
a Mummers-type string band performance was expressive entertainment,
and thus was entitled to First-Amendment protection. 75 Later, in Cinevision
Corp. v. City of Burbank,76 the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
agreed with other district and circuit courts" 7 that "music is a form of
expression that is protected by the First Amendment."' s In that case, the
City of Burbank contracted with Cinevision to promote concerts in a
municipal amphitheater, but then rejected six of the proposed concerts. 9
71. Mutual Film Corp. v. Industrial Comm'n of Ohio, 236 U.S. 230, 244 (1915).
72. Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 U.S. 495, 531 (1952).
73. Id.at501.
74. See, e.g., Schad v. Borough of Mount Ephraim, 452 U.S. 61 (1981); Southeastem

Promotions, Ltd. v. City of Atlanta, 334 F. Supp. 634 (N.D. Ga. 1971).

75. Tacynecv. City ofPhiladelphia, 687 t.2d 793, 796 (3d Cir. 1982), cert. denied,459 U.S.

1172 (1983). A iernmer's string band consists of units of paraders playing stringed instruments
and wearing elaborate costarnes. Id. at 795.
76. Cinevision Corp. v. City of Burbank, 745 F.2d 560 (9th Cie. 1984), cert. denied, 471
U.S.1054 (1985).
77. See e.g., Reed v. Village of Shorewood, 704 F.2d 943, 950 (7th Cir. 1983); Calash v.
City of Bridgeport, 788 F.2d80, 82 (2dCit. 1986).
78. Cinevision, 745 F.2dat 567.
79. The City refused concerts by Blue Oyster Cult, Jackson Browne, Roxy Music, Todd
Rundgren, Patti Smith, and At Stewart and approved concerts by Robert Palmer and Poco. Id
at 566 n.l.
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The court held not only that live musical expression was protected 0free
speech, but that the rights of rock promoters were protected as well.
Attempts to censor rock music have been made under claims that
are obscene speech and thus are unprotected by the First
specific lyrics
8
The Supreme Court established the modem test for
Amendment.
obscenity in 1973:
(a) whether the "average person, applying contemporary community standards" would find that the work, taken as a whole,
appeals to the prurient interest...; (b) whether the work depicts
or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the
work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or
scientific value."
While obscene speech is unprotected, the states' power to regulate it
is still limited by certain procedural safeguards." In Freedom v. Maryland,
the Supreme Court held that a prior restraint of obscene films is valid
"only if it takes place under procedural safeguards designed to obviate the
the burden
dangers of a censorship system."" Further, the Court held that
5
is on the censor to prove that the expression is unprotected and that the
procedure86 requires a judicial determination to impose a valid final
restraint.
The two other substantive limitations that constrain state regulation of
obscenity are the vagueness and overbreadth doctrines. An obscenity
statute cannot prohibit or require an action in terms so vague that people
of "common intelligence must necessarily guess as to its meaning and
differ as to its application ....""Neither can a statute be over-broad so
80 Id.at 567, "Here... there areneither compelling state interests that justify the City's
denial of access to the Starlight Bowl, nor narrowly drawn standards designed to prevent
decision-making." Id. at 571.
arbitrary
Roth v.United States, 354U.S.476, 485 (1957) (obscenity was not within the
81. See, e.g.,

areaofconstitutionally protectedspeech or press).
413 U.S. 15,24 (1973).
82. Miller v.California,
83. Freodsan v.Maryland. 380 U.S.51 (1965); seealsoTeital FilmCorp. v.Cusack, 390
Mrcus v.Search Warrant,
U.S. 139, 141 (1968) (procedural safeguards on licensing of films);

materials).
andseiore ofobscene
in a search
717. 731(1961)(proceduralsafeguards
367 U.S.
84. Freedmen,380 U.S.at 55.
is. Id.at 58-59.
a promptfinal judicial decision.").
86, Id. at 59 ("The procedure must also assure
87. Conallyv.General Constr. Co., 269 U.S.385,391 (1926). The Courtcited this language
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that it includes protected speech along with the unprotected.8 ' For
example, the Court held in Erznoznik v. City of Jacksonville that an

ordinance forbidding drive-in movie theaters from showing films containing
any nudity was over-broad.' 9 The ordinance banned "innocent or even

educational" nudity that might appeal to prurient interests along with
patently offensive nudity.90

While the Court has extended significant First-Amendment protection
to minors,91 it also permits a state to protect minors from the harmful
effects of obscene materials by regulating their access to such material. 92

In Ginsberg v. New York, the Court held that a state could define obscenity

differently for minors under age seventeen and prohibit the sale of such
materials to them.93
The overbreadth doctrine, however, prevents states from trammeling
the First-Amendment rights of adults in an attempt to limit the access of
94

juveniles.

In American Booksellers v. Commonwealth of Virginia, the

Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit rejected a statute prohibiting
displays of sexually explicit materials that are accessible to juveniles.
The Court found that the statute constituted an unreasonable interference
with the right of booksellers
to sell restricted material and with the right
96
of adults to buy it.

more recently in Zwickler v. Koota, 389 U.S. 241, 249 (1967).

88. See,e.g, Thomhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940).
89. Erooznik v. City of Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205, 211 (1975)

90. Id.
91. See, e.g, West Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.& 624 (1943) (school
children cannot be required to salute the flag); Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Community Sch.
Dist., 393 U.S. 503 (1969) (students could wear black armbands to protest United States policy

in Vienam)
92. Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 15 (1944). "The state's authority over children's
activities is broader than over like actions of adults- Id. at 168. Possibilities that could be
harmful to children include "emotional excitement and psychological or physical injury." Id.

at 170.
93. Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629, 638 (1968).
94. American Booksellers Ass'n v. Commonwealth of Va., 802 F.2d 691, 695 (4th Cir.
1986) (-A demonstrably overbroad regulation may act as a deterrence to the exercise of
constitutionally protected rights.").
95. Id. at 696.

96. Id.

CENSORSHIP AND ROCK-AND-ROLL
C. Regulating Rock-and-Roll
1. Regulation by the Federal Government
The Federal Communications Act of 1934 delegated the power to
regulate radio broadcasts to the FCCw including the power to impose
sanctions on "[w]hoever utters any obscene, indecent or profane language
As discussed earlier, obscene
by means of radio communications.""
9
speech is unprotected speech, although the FCC is constrained in
regulating it by the Miller test.'" Indecent speech, however, had been
01
the Supreme Court's seminal decision in FCC v.
protected speech until
tm
PacificaFoundation.' In Pacifica, the Court upheld the FCC's authority
to regulate indecent speech, an ominous portent for rock-and-roll.tm
This case originated in the 1970s when comedian George Carlin
recorded a twelve-minute monologue called "Filthy Words."'" The
monologue, which was part of a nightclub act, consisted of a repetition, in
a variety of accents, of seven words that could not be spoken on the air.'"
A New York radio station, WBAI-FM, broadcast the monologue at 2:00
p.m. on October 30, 1973.'"
Acting on a citizen complaint,"W the FCC concluded that the
monologue contained indecent speech, which was defined as words
depicting sexual and excretory activities in a "patently offensive" way.'"
The FCC issued a declaratory order against the licensee, Pacifica Foundation, for a violation of the Federal Communications Act." The Supreme
97.
98.
99.
100.

47 U.S.C.§ 151 (0982).
18US.C. § 1464(1982).
SeeChapinsky v, New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572 (1942).
Seesupranote 82 and accompanying text.

101. See Chaplinsky,315 U.S. at 572.

102. FCCv. Pacifica Foundation, 438 U.S. 726 (1978).
103. Id.
Occupation Foole (1977).
CARLIN,
104. GEORGE
105. The words were: "shit, piss, flick, cut, cocksucker, motherfucker and tits." See id.
106. Pacifica, 438 U.S. at 729-730.
107. The complainant was John R. Douglas, a member of the national planning board of
Morality in Media. The "young" son who heard the monologue was fifteen years old at the
July 10, 1978, at
time. WBAl Ruling: SupremeCourt Saves the Worst for Last, BROADCASTING,

20.
109. lnre Citizen's Complaint Against Pacifica Foundation Station WBAI (FM), 56 F.C.C.2d
94, 98 (1975).
109. Id. at 99.

410
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Court reversed theCourt of Appeals for theDistrict of Columbia"' and
held, for the first time, that theFCC has the power to regulate indecent
speech along with obscene speech.'
Justice Stewart characterized the
holding in particularly graphic tenns: "We simply hold tat when the
Commission finds that a pig has entered theparlor, the exercise of its
regulatory power does not depend on proof that thepig is obscene." 1
Although the Supreme Court had wrestled for years with the
complexity of defining obscenity,' in Pacifica,
Justice Stewart provided
a simple definition of indecency, namely, the "normal" definition he found
in Webster's Dictionary. Mere indecency is defined as "nonconformance
with accepted standards of morality. 11 4 Based on this definition, rock-androll lyrics that often appear to be non-conforming speech became subject
to FCC regulation.
While the Miller test for obscenity relies on a local community
5
standard," the FCC's standard for indecent speech is not local or
community-based, but rather "one based on a broader standard for
11 6
broadcasting generally."
Although the FCC did not define a geographic
area for "broadcasting generally," the phrase suggests a national stan11 7
dard.
In Action for Children's Television v. FCC, the Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia upheld this seemingly national standard for
8
judging indecency complaints."
After this decision, broadcasters, First-Amendment advocates, and
legal commentators alike were concerned about the FCC commissioners'
use of a generic, national standard to regulate indecency in radio broad110. FCC v. Pacifiea
Foundation, 556 F.2d9 (D.C. Cit. 1977). The Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia heats appeals of FCC decisions and orders.
47 U.S.C. §402(b)(1982).
11. FCC v. Pacifica
Foundation,
438 U.S. 726 (1978).
112. 1d at 750.

Justice
Stewart prefaced use of the pig analogy by referring
to a ptior

comment by Justice Suthetland: "[A]nuisance
may be merely a eight thing in a wrongplacelike a pig in the parlor
instead of the bamyard." Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365,
388 (1926). Justice
Brennan,dissenng in Pacifica,
also usedthe pig analogy, comparing the
denial of access to indecent speech to burning "the house to mastthe pig." Pacifica, 438 U.S.
at 766.
113. Memoirs v. Massachusetts, 383 U.S. 413 (1966);see, e.g., Roth v. United States,
354
U.S. 476 (1957).
114. Paeifica,
438 U.S. at 740.
115. See supra note 82 andaccompanying text.
116. Infinity Broadcasting Corp. of Pa., 3 F.C.C. Red 930 (1988) [hereinafter Reconsideration
Order].
117. Paul J.Feldman, The FCC and Regulation
of Broadcast Indecency: Is There a
NationalBroadcastStandard inthe Audience?, 41 FED.COMM.L. J.369, 371 (1989).
118. Action for Children's Television v.FCC, 852 F.2d 1332 (D.C. Cie. 1988).
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Application of a national standard raises a question of censorcasts."
ship.tt Justice Harlan clearly identified this problem in a case involving
a speakers arrest for offensive conduct when he stated that "[i]ndeed,..
. it is largely because government officials cannot make principled
distinctions in this area that the Constitution leaves matters of taste and
When the FCC does not utilize
style so largely to the individual."'
evidence of local standards about what is "patently offensive" in that
community, the danger is that the standard used is the personal one of the
five commissioners," which results in a tiny minority regulating the taste
of the American listening public.
Additionally, the FCC's case-by-case approach to scrutinizing allegedly
23
indecent materials may have a chilling effect on radio station licensees.
the
as
to
uncertain
are
Anecdotal evidence suggests that when licensees
parameters of indecent speech, they censor their programming in order to
The practical reality of
avoid burdensome and costly litigation."
broadcasting dictates such caution to licensees." Rather than lose their
expensive franchises and engage in prolonged license renewal hearings,
broadcasters prefer to follow FCC suggestions."
The court's remand on te issue of "channeling," 7which is the
curtailment of hours for the broadcast of indecent speech," was another
important aspect of the holding in Action for Children's Television. In
1987, the FCC had announced that indecent speech could only be broadcast
between midnight and 6:00 a.m. " On review, the Court of Appeals for
concluded that channeling to protect unsupervised
the District of Columbia
29
children is permitted,' but held that the FCC's choice of the actual 3hours
was "arbitrary and capricious,"" resting on "insubstantial" evidence' ' and
supranote117, at 371; GuyA. Reiss, NewF.C.C. Standards on
119. SeeFeldman,

Indecency on the Air and the First Amendment: Offensive Obscenity or Profound Profanity?,
221 (1989).
13CoLUM.-VLA J. L.& ARTS
120. Feldman, supra note 117, at 398.

121. Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15,25 (1971) (overturned conviction of man wearing a
jacket, emblazoned with the words "Fuck the Draf," inthe Los Angeles County Courthouse).
122. Feldman, supra note 117, at 399.
123. Reiss, supra note 119, at 238.
124. Id.at 238 (radio station dropped a program rather than appeal an adverse indecency
decision by the FCC).
125. Id.at 245.
126. Id.
127. Action forChildhn's Television v. FCC, 852 F.2d 1340 (D.C.Cir. 1988).
128. Recotsidemtion Order, supra note 116, at 930.
129. Action for Children's Television, 852 F.2d at 1340.
130. Id.
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32

making the agency's finding "more ritual than real."
The court remanded
to the FCC for "thoroughgoing consideration" of the times when indecent
t
material may be broadcast. '
Before the FCC could hold hearings to produce the required record
3
on this issue," Senator Jesse Helms introduced the "Adult Radio"
to
Amendment of 1988,"5 which was signed into law by President Reagan. "
This amendment required the FCC to take action by January 31, 1989, to
3
ban indecent programming twenty-four hours-a-day.'
In late 1988, the
t
FCC complied, imposing a total ban on the broadcast of indecent speech. "
A coalition of broadcasters, entertainment industry associations, and
civil liberties groups immediately challenged the twenty-four-hour ban.t
In January 1989, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia stayed
the ban, remanding to the FCC for a review of the constitutionality of the
4
regulations."
In July 1990, the FCC issued a unanimous ruling approving a staff
report that concluded that the twenty-four-hour ban meets constitutional
4
standards and does not violate First-Amendment guarantees.' ' The FCC
used data compiled by Arbitron, an audience rating service, to demonstrate
that children, defined as those under the age of seventen, are members of
42
the radio and television audience at all hours of the day and night.
The
FCC concluded that banning indecent material twenty-four hours-a-day is,
131. Id. at 1341.
132. Id.
133. Id.
134. Penny Pagano, FCC Upholds 24-Hour-a-Day Ban on 'Indecent' Broadcasts. N.Y.

TtEMs,July 13,1990, at F30.
135. Senator Helms introduced the amendment as an amendment to an appropriations bill.
It was adopted by a voice vote with only four Senators on the floor of the Senate. Reiss, oapra
note 119, at 222 n.6.
136. Pub. L. No. 100-459, tit. VI, § 608, 102 Star 2228 (1988)
137. 1d
138. 4 F.C.C. Rod 457 (1988).
139. The 17-member coalition includes the Columbia Broadcasting System, the National
Broadcasting Company, the American Broadcasting Company, the Public Broadcasting Service,
the Motion Picture Association of American, the Recording Industry Association of America,
the Action for Children's Television, the American Civil Liberties Union, and the Reporters
Committee for a Free Press. Pagano, supra note 134, at F30.
140. Id
141. Id
142. Id.
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therefore, a sufficiently narrow means of 4accomplishing
the governments
3
compelling interest in protecting children.
Once again, critics of the ban raised the "chilling-effect" argument,
claiming that self-censorship among program producers would increase.'"
Also, the plaintiff coalition in Action for Children's Television contended
that"parents should be making the choices, not the government."'
The
Court of Appeals must now decide whether a total ban is constitutional,'"
or whether the FCC should proceed with the hearings on channeling to
determine what hours are appropriate for the broadcast of indecent
47
material.'
Whatever the result, rock-and-roll is threatened. Rock lyrics are often
unpopular speech.'
A court-approved national indecency standard will
give the five FCC commissioners the authority to define songs as indecent
and limit all or partial access by adults, as well as by minors, to such
music.'
Stations, unsure of the indecency standard, will protect themselves by not broadcasting questionable songs at any time.""
The FCC has a track record of seeking to regulate rock-and-roll. In
1970, Vice President Spiro Agnew condemned the media for promoting
drug addiction by broadcasting drug-oriented lyrics.' The FCC responded
in 1971 with a Public Notice, "In Re Licensee Responsibility to Review
Records Before Their Broadcast,"" which reminded licensees of their
responsibility to control broadcast material and requested them to ascertain,
53
prior to broadcast, whether or not lyrics were "drug oriented."'
A
licensee's failure to become knowledgeable about lyric content was deemed
a violation of the basic duty to serve the public interest."'
143. Id.
144. Edward L. Andrews, Government Seeks to Extend Ban on Broadcast of Offensive

Shows,N.Y. TiMss, July 13, 1990, at Al.
145. Pagano, supranote 134, atF30.
146. Mark Conrad, Constitutionality
of FCCs New Indecency Rules N.Y. L.J.,
Aug. 17,
1990, at 5.
147. See supra note133and accompanying text.
148. See supranotes34-61 and accompanying text.
149. Reiss, supra note119, at257.
150. See supranotes124-26 and accompanying text.
151. WARD,supra note14, at371.
152. Licens, (sic] Responsibility to ReviewRecords Before Their Broadcast, 28F.C.C.2d
409 (1971).
153. Id.
154.Id.
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In response to a licensee's challenge on First Amendment grounds, the
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia upheld the Notice and a later
55
clarifying Order.
The court found that the Notice and Order did not
impose a new or unreasonable burden upon licensees, but merely required
a "reasonable" understanding of lyrics," Further, the court found that
penalties were not unreasonable ...
because licensees were not subject to
sanctions or license revocation for failure to understand admittedly often
unintelligible lyrics, likened by the court to "noise pollution.""
If a
station did not understand obscure lyrics, then it had no notice that it was
broadcasting material encouraging drug abuse"' and would not be
penalized.
Although the court held that the Notice and Order required only
"reasonable" knowledge, broadcasters perceived the FCC action as an
actual prohibition." As Judge Bazelon noted in his statement on a motion
for a rehearing en banc, broadcasters had good reason to believe that the
6
FCC wanted certain songs banned.' ' After the FCC issued its Notice, it
circulated a list of twenty-two songs" with drug-oriented lyrics." Judge
Bazelon described the chilling effect of the Notice: "The Commission's
action was widely reported by responsible organs of the press as an act of
censorship." It appears that radio stations moved quickly to ban certain
songs. In some cases, stations stopped playing, regardless of subject or
lyric, all the works of particular artists whose views might lift the
Commission's eyebrow. Broadcasters circulated the list of twenty-two
songs throughout the industry as a "do not play" list."
In summary, FCC regulations and orders had and continue to have
significant implications for free speech and therefore, for rock music.
Empowered by statute to regulate broadcasting, the FCC can regulate
obscene speech under the Miller test and indecent speech under the
155. Yale Btoadcasting Co. v. FCC, 478F.2d 594, 598 (D.C. Ci.), cert. denied, 414 U.S.

914 (1973).
156. "We say that the licensee most have knowledge
of what it is broadcasting; the precise
understanding which may be required of the licensee is only that which is reasonable." Id.
157. a,
158. Id,
at 599.
159. Id.at 598.
160. Id.at 603.
161. Id.
162. SeeBlack supra note 56, at 822 n.249.
163. Yale Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 478 F.2d594, 598 (D.C.Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S.
914 (1973).
164. Id.
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Pacifica standard. The courts and the Congress are sympathetic to FCC
indecency regulation, ostensibly to protect minors. The only open question
appears to be how much the broadcast of indecent speech will be
circumscribed. Regardless of the limits, adult First-Amendment rights to
listen to rock music will be curtailed.
2. State Statutory Schemes
Beginning in 1984, groups such as the National Conference of Parents
and Teachers Association ("PTA") and the Parents' Music Resource Center
("PMRC") began a campaign to label records they called "pom rock,"
songs with sexually explicit lyrics and lyrics allegedly glorifying the occult,
violence, drugs, and alcohol."a The political influence of the "Washington
Wives," PMRC founders Tipper Gore (wife of Democratic Senator Albert
Gore of Tennessee) and Susan Baker (wife of then Treasury Secretary
James Baker), prompted the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation to hold an open hearing on "por rock" in September
19 85 . '
Representatives of the record industry testified at these highly
publicized hearings that some of the most heavily criticized songs had poor
67
sales and little air time until the PMRC denounced them, and that
labeling would spur sales.ta Further, the speakers stressed the practical
difficulty of rating the twenty-five thousand songs released each year" and
of rating the different songs on an album." 0 Finally, the representatives
argued that labeling interfered with both the industry's and consumers'
First-Amendment rights."'
While the PMRC repeatedly claimed that its goal was voluntary
industry labeling of albums," the movement against "por rock" generated
a flurry of legislative efforts to ban its sale either to everyone or at least
to minors." By April 1990, bills were pending in sixteen states and
165. SeeGoodchild, supra note 59, at 134.
166. Id.at 162n.184.
167. Id. at 163-64.
168. Id.

169. Id.at 164.
170. ld.
171. Id.
172. Id.at 162.
173. Id.at 176.
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These bills mandated
awaiting the govemor's signature in another.
labeling of record albums with explicit lyrics.'"
In general, these state bills required a warning label, affixed in such
a way so that it could not be removed, on albums advocating or encourag16
The black list of forbidden activities varied
ing proscribed activities.
from state to state, but generally included some combination of adultery,
bestiality, ethnic intimidation, incest, morbid violence, murder, nudity, rape,
sadomasochism, satanism, sexual conduct in a violent context, sodomy,
suicide, use of alcohol, and use of illegal drugs.'" Three state bills
proposed prohibiting minors from attending concerts during which music
70
describing prohibited activities would be performed, while four state bills
allowed a person to sue if he or she were injured by anyone acting under
the influence of proscribed music."i'
Under all these bills, the record companies were responsible for
labeling albums."W However, retailers were the targets, as enforcement was
Store owners were responsible for ensuring
directed at the point of sale.'
2
that the prescribed warning was in the prescribed place."
In addition to censoring current rock lyrics, labeling laws would also
"
affect opera,i the blues, country music, and rock 'classics. " Representative Jeanette Dixon, author of the Missouri labeling bill, stated that
For instance,
"[slome of the older songs will have to have a label ....
"
Beatle[s'] songs contain very satanic messages. 'I Examples of older rock
174. Jon Poles, States Drop Record-Labeling Bill, N.Y. TIMES,Apr. 6,1990, at C36. The

states with pending bills were: Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Mayland, Minnesota, Missouri, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Tennessee,

and West Virginia. The Pennsylvania legislature passed a labeling bill and sent it to the
Governor for signature, Id.
Mar. 10, 1990,
175. Bradley C. Rosen, Labeling Laws Violate U.S. Constitution, BILLBOARD,
at 13.
176. Id.
177. Id.
WEEKLY, Mar. 30, 1990,
178. David Brown, See No Evil, Hear No Evil, ENTERTAINMENT

at 34. The thre states were Iowa, Missouri, and Oklahoma. Id.
179. Id. The four states were Arizona, town,Oklahoma, and Missouri. Id.
180. Rosen, supra note 175, at 13.
181. Id.
182. Id. at 84.
183. See, e.g.. Peter Bloch, Porn at the Opera House. SAN FRANCISCOBANNERDAILY J.,
Apr. 18, 1990, at 4; Peter Bloch, Sex n'Drugs 'n' Wagner N.Y. TIMES,Apr. 11, 1990, at A25.
184. Jeffrey Jolson-Colbun, Warning: Classic Tunes May Take Hit Under Lyric Laws,
HOLLYWOODREP., Feb. 3, 1990, at 2.
185. Id
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songs and classical music that could be labeled if the Missouri bill passed
include: "That Old Black Magic"-satanism; Wagner's "Die
Walkre"-incest; Stephen Sondheim and Leonard Bemstein's "West Side
"Cabaret"-alcohol;
Story" and Verdi's "Aida"-suicide; Liza Minelli's
Simon and Garfunkel's "Mrs. Robinson"-adultery; and Eric Clapton's "I
Shot the Sheriff"-murder and morbid violence.t
The Recording Industry Association of America ("RIAA"), a record
company trade association, with the support of publishers, recording artists,
and promoters, launched a First Amendment publicity campaign against
1s
mandatory labeling legislation.' Critics of labeling laws objected because
Jon Pareles, a music and popular
the bills legislate the imagination.
culture writer, believes that labeling bills are "attempts to rein in the
public's fantasy life-to put certain areas of the imagination off-limits..
S."18 While Representative Ron Gamble, the sponsor of the labeling bill
tO
in Pennsylvania, likens it to labeling "pesticides," Barry Lynn, Legislative Counsel to the American Civil Liberties Union, calls labeling "forced
speech, written by governments and imposed on private parties."''9
The specter of labeling laws has already had a chilling effect on
retailers.i" In March 1990, BILLBOARD, an entertainment industry publication, reported that Wax Works had decided to stop carrying albums with
manufacturers' parental advisory sticker about explicit lyrics in both its
wholesale outlets and one hundred and nineteen retail stores.""s The TransWorld chain, which has four hundred and fifty stores, stopped selling
twenty-eight rap albums and several comedy recordings to purchasers
s
under eighteen.'"
In response to these actions, executives of record
186.

Id

187. See,e.g., Richard Harrington, TheNew Wave ofLyric Laws, WAsH.PosT,Jan.28,1990,
at G1; Thorn Duffy,Promoters Express Concern over Labeling Bills, Too,BILLBOARD,Mar.3,
1990, at 8; ChrisMorris& Thorn Duffy,Recording Industry Takes Strong Stand Against
Labeling Bills at Grammy Events, BILLBOARD,Mar. 3, 1990, at 83; Dave Di Martino& Thorn
Duffy,Music Bigwigsin Labeling Powwow,BILLBOARD,Mar. 3,1990, at 8;Thorn Duffy,RIAA
Rallies Artists Around Opposition to Mo. Labeling Bill, BILLBOARD,Mar. 10,1990, at 6;Bill
Holland & Chris
Holland, RIAA Assails N.J. Sticker Bill, BILLBOARD,June2, 1990, at5; Bill
Labeling Bill, BILLBOARD,July 21, 1990, at5.
Morris,Industry Ready to Fight Louisiana
188. Jon Pareles, Legislating the Imagination, N.Y. TtMEs, Feb. 11,1990, at H30.

189. Id.
190. SeeHarrington,
supra note187, at G1.
191. Id.
1.

192. SwanNuntiata, Wax Works Drops All tickeredAlbums, BILLBOARD,Mar. 3,1990, at

193. Id.
194. Id.
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companies producing rap albums expressed concern about the "targeting
of rap acts and the pressure ultimately on labels to tailor and censor the
acts they release."'9
3. Voluntary Labeling by the Recording Industry
The RIAA, both prior to and after the Senate hearings, tried to
negotiate a settlement on labeling with the PMRC."' In November 1985,
the two groups reached an accord:t the RIAA agreed to either put a
printed warning label reading "Explicit Lyrics Parental Advisory" on the
album's back cover or to print lyrics on the back cover or on sheets placed
under the plastic album cover."
When confronted with the proliferation of state mandatory labeling
bills, the RIAA announced a new, standardized labeling system in April
1 99 0 .'" In return, thirteen state legislatures agreed to withdraw sticker
bills;" three others eventually followed suit or failed to pass a mandatory
labeling bill."
Undeterred, two other states subsequently introduced
labeling bills.'
This voluntary labeling scheme implicates several constitutional
2°
If the recording industry's adoption and administration of the
issues.
labeling system is purely private behavior, no constitutional rights are
195.

Janine McAdams

&Susan Nunrziata,Rap Labels Decry Retail Moves,BILLBOARD,Mat.

3, 1990, at 81.
196. Goodchild, supra note 59, at 161.
197. Id at 165n.209.
Lyric Advisories: TheSound ofCensorship,5 CARDOZO
198.Wendy B.Kaujman, Note, Song
L. & ENT.
REv. 225, 226 (1986).
199. Pareles, supra
note 174.Auniforn, black-and-white sticker, which will appear at the
discretion of the record companies, will be placed on the lower right-hand corner on certain
albums,
compact discs, and cassettes. Id. The label will read: "Explicit Lyrics-Parental
Advisory." Id.
Ilinois, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Minnesota,
200. Id. The 13states were: Alaska, Arizona,
Virginia. Id.
New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Tennessee, and West
Pennsylvania
later
withdrew theis respective bills; inMissouri,
Delaware,
Florida,
and
201.
with Michael Cover,
of committee. Telephone Interview
the labeling bill
was not voted out
Director of State Relations, Recording Industry Association of America (Nov.8, 1990)

with Michael Cover).
[hereinafter Interview
note 187(for a discussion of the New Jersey bill); Holland &
202. See Holland, supra
Mirror, supra note 187 (for a discussion of.the Louisiana bill). The New Jersey bill was still
passed both
The Louisiana bill
1990, but
no action was expected. Id.
pending in November
Roemer on July 26, 1990. Interview with Michael
houses but
was vetoed by Governor Buddy
Cover, supra note 201.

203. Goodchild, supra note 59, at 174.
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violated as the Constitution does not pertain to such behavior. 0 However,
if the industry's labeling system can be construed as state action, it may
violate constitutional guarantees.Y The Motion Picture Association of
America's ("MPAA") rating system,' which was established in 1968, is
a voluntary scheme analogous to RIAA self-regulation.Y Because it raises
serious First-Amendment concerns, the MPAA's rating code merits
discussion.'
as a form of prior
First, one can argue that the MPAA's system acts
°9
restraint on the substantive communication rights of adult movie-goers.
The threat of an "X" or even an "R" rating causes producers to "reshape
2
scripts and re-edit films to achieve general audience ratings." "'
Filmmakers fear bad publicity, consumer boycotts, and decreased
2
revenues. ' Adult moviegoers thus receive communications edited for
children212and are consequently denied access to constitutionally protected
speech.
The RIAA's parental warning label about explicit lyrics could have the
213
Artists might
same effect on albums that the MPAA code has on films.
tailor their music to avoid labeling even though the lyrics would not meet
14
If retail stores choose not to sell
tests for obscenity or even indecency.
215
stickered albums, the artists' access to the public is curtailed seriously.
Conversely, the free speech rights of adult consumers are affected
adversely in the same way as are those of adult moviegoers.
Second, the constitutional question about voluntary rating schemes,
like those of the MPAA and RIAA, is whether the private system is state
2
action. ' In her oft-cited article, Jane Friedman argues that the MPAA is
204. Id.

205. Id.
206. Jane M. Friedman, The Motion Picture Rating System of 1968:A Constitutional
Analysis
of Self-Regulation by the Film Industry, 73 COLm.L. REv. 185,192 (1973).
207. See Gotdchild, supra note 59,at 165-66.
208. Id. at 166, See generally Friedman,supra note 206, at 192.
209. Friedman,supra note 206, at 206.
under17unlessaccompanied by an
continues to bar children
210. Id. Whilethe "R" rating
by "NC-17." Id. Thisnew raing will bar children
adult, "X" has beeneliminated and replaced
of whether they ae accompanied by an adult.X, Expunged, N.Y. TMES,
under17 regardless

at 22.
Oct. 6, 1990,
211. Goodchild, supra note 59,

212. Id.
213.Id.at 169.
214.Id.
215. Id.
216. Id. at 174.
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' because the
vulnerable to application of the "public function" doctrine"
2
She states that
MPAA acts as a dominant, regulatory monopoly.
"[m]any commentators believe that domination of a regulatory process
should, without more, subject large private entities to the strictures of the
first amendment and the due process clause.""'
In the case of the RIAA scheme, one can argue that both the original
stickering agreement with the PMRC and the subsequent uniform labeling
system were the result of Senate encouragement and threatened state
If, therefore, the RIAA acted in lieu of the state and exercised
action.'
the power of a state regulatory agency, courts could plausibly treat it as a
state agency under the public function doctrine." If the RIAA, like the
MPAA, is the equivalent of a "mini sovereignty," its actions are "subject
to the strictures of the first amendment ....
4. Obscenity Prosecutions
Entertainment is also regulated by the government through3 prosecutions under state obscenity statutes. A leading obscenity case involved
the arrest of Tommy Hammond, a music store owner in Alexander City,
Alabama, for violation of the Alabama obscenity statute."' 2He was
charged with selling an allegedly obscene tape by the rap group' 2 Live
217. See,e.g., Marshv. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946) (company town held to be a state
actor); Amalgamated Food Employees Local 590 v. LoganValley Plaza, Icc., 391 U.S. 308
(1968) (private shopping mall held to be the equivalent of a downtown business district for
purposes of picketing).
218. Friedman, supra note 206, at 229.
219. Id.
220. SeeGoodchild, supra note59, at175.
221. Id.
222. Id.
223. Robert T. Peny & Carlton Long, Obscenity Law, Hip Hop Music and 2 Live Crew,
N.Y. L.J.,July 13, 1990, at S. While thecase is unreported, the authors of this aticle were part
of the defense team and gave a full desceiption of the issues, trial,and defense. See also Robert
T. Perry & Cadton Long, Obscenity Law and Principlesof the Hammond Case, N.Y. LJ., July
20, 1990, at 5.
224. AA.CODE§§ I3A-12-150,13A-12-15 (1975). The formersection defines "obscene"
in accordance with the Miller courts decision. See Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 24 (1973).
The latter section makes it a crime to "knowingly" sell an obscene work. Id.
225. Rap music began with disc jockeys ("DJs") talkingrhythmically in fast rhymes as
records played." Petty & Long, Obscenity Law, Hip Hop Music and 2 Live Crew, supra note
223. As DJs became mote preoccupied with creating new music, they ceded their role to
performers who became known as tappers. Id.
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Crew to an undercover agent. A municipal court judge fined Hammond
226
five-hundred dollars; Hammond appealed and was acquitted after a jury
22
trial. ' In response to the acquittal, Martin McCaffery of the Alabama
Civil Liberties Union stated that the ruling was "very promising.., and
we hope this will stop any future attempts in Alabama and throughout the
country to try to control the music industry through obscenity laws."'
This hope was short-lived. BILLBOARD reported in April 1990 that the
county solicitor of Richmond County, Georgia, had sent warning letters to
area record stores, citing the Georgia obscenity statute and applicable
sentences and fies.? Additionally, in Volusia County, Florida, a grand
jury ruled that four rap albums, two of which were by 2 Live Crew,
violated the state obscenity law.'
Under that law, a first conviction for
sale to a minor is a third-degree felony, punishable by a fine of up to tenthousand dollars and five years in jail."
The prosecutor vowed to
continue his anti-obscenity campaign, and court officials in that county
232
announced that they would send warning letters to retail store owners.
Almost simultaneously in Tennessee, the legislature passed a bill that
permits thirty-one separate legal definitions of obscenity, one for each
233
judicial district, rather than one statewide definition.
Music store chains
4
with multi-district operations are at risk of prosecution."'
5
In Florida, a well-orchestrated campaign" against 2 Live Crew's
album, As Nasty as They Wanna Be, led to a civil proceeding 23 in which
Federal Judge Jose Gonzalez of the District Court for the Southern District
2
of Florida ruled that the album violated community obscenity standards. "
226.

Id.

227. Id.
228. Peter Applebomse, Tape ObscenityConviction Is Upset.N.Y.TiMES, Feb. 23,1990, at
C19.
229. Edward Morrs, County Warns Georgia Stores on Obscenity,BILLBOARD,Apr. 14,1990,

at 87.
230. Edward Morris, Florida Grand Jury Rules 5 Videos, 4 Albums Obscene, BILLBOARD,Apr.
28, 1990, at 3.
231. Id.
232. td.
233. Edward Morris, VSDA Fails to HoldBack Tennessee Obscenity Measure, BILLBOARD,

Apr. 21, 1990, at 7.
234. Id.
235. James
LeMoyne, Three Men Who Took
Aim at Rap Group, N.Y. TIMES,
June12,1990,
at A14.
236. Skywalker Records, Inc.
v. Navarro, 739 F. Supp. 578 (S.D.
Fla.
1990).
237. FederalJudge Rules Rap Album Violates County's Obscenity Law, N.Y. TiMes, June

422
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Shortly after this June 1990 ruling, Charles Freeman, a record store owner,
08
was arrested and later convicted of a misdemeanor for selling the 2 Live
Crew album to an undercover detective of the Broward County Sheriffs
Department.' In addition, two members of 2 Live Crew, Luther Campbell
and Chris Wongwon, were arrested in Miami following an adults-only
concert featuring songs from the album.' After a highly publicized trial,
the jury acquitted the band members of the obscenity charges."
in prosecutions like the ones above, the obscene speech is judged
against the Miller tri-part test."' First, Miller prescribes a "taken-as-awhole" test, requiring prosecutors to establish3that the material, taken-as-awhole, appeals to prurient interests in sex.2 When a single song is at
issue, only that song may be examined, but composite material, such as a
courts have not yet decided
record album, presents difficulties." While
2 s
245
how albums will be judged under this test, there are two possibilities: "
either albums can be equated to books and films, which are viewed in their
7
entirety, or albums can be treated like periodicals, which some jurisdictions treat as a whole and others approach on an article-by-article basis.'
where
Obviously, albums are more at risk with a song-by-song approach,
249
one song, if judged obscene, jeopardizes the whole album.
The Supreme Court has considered what constitutes prurient interest,
holding that works provoking "a shameful or morbid interest in nudity, sex
Works that excite
or excretion" have the requisite prurient appeal."
7, 1990, at D22.
June 9,1990,
238. James Le Moyne, Recording Ruled ObsceneBrings Arrest, N.Y. TIMES,
at 8.
239. Jon Paeeles, In Rap Music, the Beat and the Lawsuits Go On, N.Y. TIMES,Oct. 23,

1990, at C13.
240. James Le Moyne, Rap Singers Seized on Obscenity Charge, N.Y. TIMES,June 11, 1990,
at A14.
Oct.
Trial. N.Y. TIMES,
241. Sum Rimer, RapBandMembersFound NotOuilty in Obscenity

23, 1990, at 1. The jurysoncluded that2 Live Crews rapmusic is at. Id.
242. Seesupra note82 and accompanying text.
243. Id.

244. Pery & Long, Obscenity Law and Principlesof the Hammond Case, supra note 223.
245. Paul E. Scheidemantel, It's Only Rock-and-roll but They Don't Like It: Censoring

Indecent Lyrics, 21 New ENG.L. REv. 467, 497-98 (1985-86).
246. Id.
247. Id.
248. Id.
249. Id.
250. Roth v. UnitedStates, 354 U.S. 476 (1957).
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'normal interest in sex""' do not have such appeal, nor do works using
2
Applying this standard to music, song lyrics with
profane language."
objectionable themes, such as the occult, drugs, and alcohol, cannot be
classified as obscene under Miller, as they do not appeal to prurient
3
interests." Although groups like the PMRC and individuals such as the
Roman Catholic Archbishop of New York City, John Cardinal O'Connor,'
may not like such themes, they fall short of the Supreme Court's obscenity
5
test." Speech cannot be censored because it is unpopular, provocative, or
even offensive."'
The second prong of the Miller test requires prosecutors to establish
that the 7 work is "without serious literary, artistic, political or scientific
value.""
In Pope v. Illinois, the Supreme Court held that this serious
8
value must be assessed from the standpoint of a "reasonable person.""
One commentator stated that this prong will exclude "[all] but the most
objectionable songs, those which are essentially nothing more than aural
sex aids .... ."
Under the third prong of the Miller test, prosecutors must establish
that the work describes sexual conduct in patently offensive ways, as
°
A defendant typically
judged by contemporary community standards.'
attempts to show, as record store owner Hammond successfully did, that
been purchased,
the allegedly obscene work or comparable works have
261
thus indicating
viewed, or consumed by the relevant community,
community approval of the work.
The prosecution and the labeling controversy have catapulted rockand-roll into the headlines again. After almost forty years, crusaders
against rock's allegedly evil influence on youth still seek to censor and
251. Brockes v. Spokane Arcades, Inc., 472 U.S. 491, 504-5 (1985).

252. Hess v. Indiana, 414 U.S. 105 (1973) (profane language was protected speech).
253. Cecelie Berry & David Wolin, Comment, Regulating Rock Lyrics: A New Wave of
Censorship?, 23 HARV.J. ONLEGIS.595, 598 (1986).
254. Jon Pareles,As the Volume Rises in the Labeling Debate,Distortion Rules, N.Y. TiMEs,

Apt, 1, 1990, at 32.
255. Beny & Wolin, supra note 253, at 598.
256. Id.
257. See supra note 82 and accompanying text.
258. Pope v. Illinois, 481 U.S. 497, 500-1, (1987).

259. Berry& Wolin. supra note 253, at 598.
260. See supra note 82 and accompanying text
261, Perry & Long, supra note 223.
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2

Jon Pareles recently commented on the rising
silence rock-and-roll.
hysteria about rock-and-roll:
The rock-and-roll frenzy now in progress is as disturbing and
irrational as anything I've seen in a decade of rock concerts.
Based on poor information, lapsed logic and a bizarrely slanted
vision of rock's role (and of the relationship between culture and
its audience), the backlash may be the most hysterical reaction to
popular music since just before World War I, when the Pope
declared tango dancing a mortal sin."
The American experience with rock music continues to be a bubbling
cauldron of fans, critics, free-speechers, and censors, The British
experience, while volatile at the outset, has become more tempered.
1l1. CENSORSHIP OF ROCK Music: THE BRITiSH EXPERIENCE
A. British Reaction to Rock-and-Roll
Bill Haley's 1955 hit "Rock Around the Clock" was the first single
2
record to sell more than one-million copies in Britain. " British cultural
265
First, the song was
officials reacted with shock for two reasons.
2
American, " and second, the rock-and-roll phenomenon indicated that
that
working-class British teenagers were forming leisure value patterns
2
were different from the traditional ones. "'
Released in England in 1956, Bill Haley's movie, also entitled Rock
0
Around the Clock, was accompanied by teenage rioting at screenings."
With the press keeping the story in the public eye for weeks, public
262.

Paroles, supe note 254.

263.

Id.

264.

WICKE,supe note 32, at 57.

265. Id.
266. Id. By 1956,13 of Britain's top 20 popularsongs were by American rock singers.
WARD, supranote 14,at 134.
267.

WicKE, supranote 32, at 59.

reports showedthat the film played in300
268. Id.
at58. Later investigation of the "rioting"
cinemas without incident. Id.At oneperformanceinSouthLondon, sometees merelydanced
and held up traffic on the Tower Bridge. Id
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opinion about rock-and-roll assumed a hysterical characteristic.
2
Screenings of the film were finally prohibited. '
Despite the conservative press's opinion that rock-and-roll was an
7
attack on the social peace of the nation, ' the rest of the British press and
more tolerance of early rock-and-roll than
public demonstrated considerably
m
The British were shocked, however, by the
their American counterparts.
2
morals of American rock-and-roll singer, Jerry Lee Lewis. 73 In 1958,
that
Lewis's wife
British
press
discovered
upon his arrival in London, the
third
claimed to be fifteen when, in fact, she was his thirteen-year-old
275
4
cousin." A public outcry precipitated the tour's cancellation.
Another incident in 1960 interrupted American rock's rather peaceful
invasion of Great Britain. Ray Peterson recorded "Tell Laura I Love
27
Her," a song about a boy killed in a stock car race while trying to win
a thousand dollars to buy his girl friend an engagement ring.m Decca UK,
278
after producing twenty-five thousand copies of the song, scrapped the
remaining stock when the song's theme was brought to its attention,
2
Trying to capitalize on
denouncing the song as "vulgar and tasteless."
streets
269. In Manchester, the national press portrayed tOOteenagers congregating in [the
w

as 1,000 rioters. FACINGTHE Music, supra note 26, at 150. Peter Wicke states that " lhen the
Bill Haley film Rock Around the Clock opened in British cinemas in 1956 playing to full

houses, te climate of public opinion suddenly became hysterical." WtCKE,supra note 32, at
58.
270. WICKE,supra note 32, at 58.
271. Id. at 62.
272. WARD,supra note 14,at 134. Queen Elizabeth of England even invited Bill Haley and
His Comets to give a command performance. Id. In contrast, back in Haley's home town,
Pittsburgh's Syria Mosque baaed him. Id.
273. Id. at 178-79.
274. Id. San Records had urged Lewis to keep his marriage secret because of his two
previous marriages and uncertainty as to whether he had legally terminated them. Id. Also,
Sun Records was aware of MyraGale's age and blood relationship to Lewis. Id.
275. Id. at 179. With Brtish newspapers calling for Lewis' deportation, the British tour
promoter and the owner of the theaters where the show was booked agreed to cancel the tour.

Id.
276. RAYPEcRSON, Tell Laura I Love Her (1959).
277. WARD, supra note 14, at 222. This song represented a trend of "death songs" released

in the 1960s. Id. Another example was Mark Deming's "Teen Angel," about a girl killed by
a train while trying to retrieve her boyfriend's class ring. Id.
278. id. Without listening to the song, Decca UKproduced the 25,000 copies based on the
song's success in the United States. Id.
279. id. The song's American publisher, Marks Music, threatened to sue unless Decca UK
retracted the remark. Id.
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the furor, another record company immediately began distribution.' The
British Safety Council, then an arm of the British government, asked the
Public Prosecutor to determine whether the song violated an obscenity
2
statute; " however, no prosecution resulted.'
Until 1963, American performers, such as Elvis Presley and the Everly
Brothers, dominated British popular music.'
Ed Ward, a music chronicler, characterizes pre-Beatles British rock "as pallid and derivative as the
anti-macassar-dotted middle-class parlor."'
Beginning in 1963, the
Beatles created an indigenous rock industry in Great Britain' and
launched the British invasion of the American rock scene.'
The Beatles' music consistently met BBC broadcasting standards until
the songs became more "mystical" and eclectic. The first Beatles' song
banned by BBC Radioms was "A Day in the Life" from the Sgt. Pepper
album,oo released in 1967. The BBC censors believed the album contained
"
"subversive drug references. 2"
However, the British reaction to the Beatles' "drg-oriented" lyrics was
subdued compared to the furor in America at the same time. Vice
President Spiro Agnew tried to coerce radio stations into not playing the
m
Beatles' "With A Little Help From My Friends,"' on the basis that the
280. Id The other company was EMI Records.
281. Id. The statute in question was the Obscene Publications Act of 1959.
282. Id
283. Id. at 263. Ward conends that Americans dominated because their British imitators
were "bloodless and joyless." 1d Even the Beatles became local stars in Liverpool by
imitating American rock-and-roll performers and wearing leather suits. WCKE, supra note 32,
at 64.
284. WARD,supra note 14, at 263.
285. The Beatles became a phenomenon in Britain the "taditional way"-by playing
amnerous shows in small clubs. Id. at 265.
286. Brian Epstein, the Beafles' manager, carefully orchestrated "Beademania" in the United
States. He negotiated a deal with Ed Sullivan whereby the Beatles had top billing for three

weekly shows in a row. He also got the establishment press, like the N.Y. Times Magazine and
the NewYorker, to write stories about the Beals. Capitol Records devoted the then unheardof-oem of $50,000 to promote the band's arrival. Even New York City lamp posts had signs

stating that "The Beatles Are Coming"; as a result, on Febmuay11, 1963, 5,000 fans greeted

the Beatles at the airport. ld.
287. 1d.at 371.
288. THEBEATLES,
SARCANTPEPPER'S
LONELY
HEARTS
CLUBBAND(1967) [hereinafter

BETLES].
289. WARD,supra note 14, at 371.
290. BEATLES,
supra note 288.
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29 1

"friends" were chemical substances.
Meanwhile, the John Birch Society
newsletter ran an article condemning the Sgt. Pepper album as demonstrating knowledge of the principles of "rhythm and brainwashing," and
concluding that "[t]he Beatles are the leading pied pipers creating
promiscuity, an epidemic of drugs, youth class-consciousness, and an
atmosphere of social revolution. m
In 1975, British punk rock emerged with Johnny Rotten and the Sex
Pistols, whose first public performance lasted about fifteen minutes.'
British reaction to punk rock was mixed, ranging from a belief that the
music was a form of political protest by hopeless, unemployed teenagers,
to the theory that punk rock merely was an entertainment product created
m
29
by the music industry.
The Sex Pistols' first single record, "Anarchy in the UK,ss shocked
the public, the more conservative media, and even EMI Records, who had
the Sex Pistols under contract.'
The latter, after refusing to fund the
291. WARD, supra note 14, at 371.

292. Id.
293. Simon Frith characterices punk as a clothing style preceding a musical style. Malcolm
McLaren, manager ofthe rock group theNew York Dolls, and creator of the Sex Pistols, owned
a London boutique called Sex. The store sold expensive but ripped and often swastika and
safity-pin-bedecked clothing. McLaren recruited a musically illiterate, out-of-work janitor
named John Lydon, rechristened Johnny Rotten, Glen Madock, a youth who patronized the
store, and two disgruntled rock musicians, Steve Jones and Paul Cook, to formthe Sex Pistols.
FACING
THEMUSIC,
supra note 26, at 197.
294. WARD,supra note 14, at 557. Ken Tuckey's description captures the flavor of that
moment and the ensuing punk explosion:
The baptism of British punk was the first performance of the Sex Pistols at St.
Marin's College of Art in London on November 6, 1975. In the great tradition of
rock-and-roll scandal, the social secretary of the school was obliged to cut off the
hand's electrical supply five songs into the Pistols' set. Nonetheles, the damage
was done: "By the same time the following year, punk rock . .. had become,
depending on your point of view, either the most exhilarating thing to happen to
rock music in a decade or the most vile abomination rock music yet inspired.
295. WICKE,
sapra note 32, at 137. Once again the crx of the matter was, as it had been
in the sixties, whether rock music is by its very nature anti-connercial, anti-capitalist, and
progressive in teess of its political content or whether it merely represents an entertainment
product, tailored to suit teenagers' needs and divert the social potential for protest into the safe
and yet profitable realm of a rebellious music cult. Id.
296. SEx PIsTOLs,
ANARCHY
IN THEUK (1976).
297. WARD,supra note 14, at 557. Ward reports that "with Rotten snarling in its opening
lines, 'I am the Antichrist,' these were precisely the terms on which the band was immediately
snacked by the people of good breeding all across England. EMI was shocked at how shocked
everyone-the public, the straight press-seemed to be."
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group's promotional tour in England, issued the following statement: "We
shall do everything we can to constrain their public behaviour, although
this is a matter over which we have no real control. Similarly, EMl!2 will
the content of pop records." "
review its general guidelines regarding
299
later, the Sex Pistols released the song
Two record companies
3°
"God Save the Queen" " during the celebration of Queen Elizabeth's Silver
3
Jubilee. "0 2 With its closing lines, "God save the Queen, the fascist
3
regime," the song was considered a blunt attack on the monarchy.
Banned by BBC Radio on all but one of its programs,'" the song became
305
of its release.
the best-selling single record in Britain within two months
3
Whether they were political or musical anarchists, " the Sex Pistols
were, at least "the most visible symbol of a new era of youth subculture." "
years creating the type of
This era persists, with no group in more recent
t
public outcry caused by the Sex Pistols.'
B. English ConstitutionalLaw
In contrast to the substantial free speech protection provided by the
in Great Britain is
United States Constitution, freedom of expression
09
Any analysis of British
limited by the English constitutional system.
is no
constitutional law must begin with the simple statement that "[t]here
3
document or group of documents called the British constitution." " While
298. Id.
299. After a British television appearance on December 1, 1976, during which Johnny Rotten
called host Bill Grundy a "dirty sod" and a "dirty bastard," EMI Records dropped she groop
in March 1977, with new hand member Sid Vicious replacing Glen Matlock, A&M Records
signed an agreement with the Sex Pistols. One week later, after the hand recorded its next
single, "God Save the Queen," the company rescinded the agreement. By May of 1977, Virgin
Records had a contract with the group. Id at 557-58.
300 SEX PISTOLS,God Save the Qneee (1977).
301.

WARD, snpre note 14, at 559.

302. SEX PISTOLS,supra note 300.
303.

WARD, spre nose 14, at 558.

304. WICKE, supro note 32, at 151-52 John Peel, still a popular discjockey on BBC Radio
I, the pop music station, was the only disc jockey who played the Sex Pistols' song, despite a
strong recommendation from his director to ban it
305. WARD, supro note 14, at 558.
306. See, e.g., FACINGTHEMUSIC, supranote 26, at 202-05; FITI, eupra note 48, at 158-63;
WICKS, supra note 32, at 135-53
307. WARD, supra note 14, at 558.
308. FACING THE MUSIC, supra note 26, at 207.
309. GEOFFREy ROBERTSON,FREEDOM,TnE INDIVIDUALAND THE LAW 13 (6th ed. 1989)
DE sWrsu & RccOiY BRAZIc, CONuoo
310. STANLEY
1989).

L 03AND
ANeTuIRlTVE LAW 6 (6di ad
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most countries have an identifiable document containing the fundamental
and, generally, supreme law of the land, England has no such document,'
As Geoffrey Robertson states in his book about civil liberties in Britain:
31 2
"Liberty in Britain is a state of mind rather than a set of legal rules."
The second critical constitutional fact about Great Britain, one which
is that Parliament
flows from the absence of a document of superior law,
313
characterized as
is the supreme and sovereign law-making body,
"incapable of restricting its own impotence."34 Thus, under the parliamencould have any greater sanctity
tary system, no constitutional document
315
than an ordinary Act of Parliament.
Commentators debate whether the less formal British constitutional
6
system provides effective protection" or should be replaced, or at least
37
Despite the absence of a
strengthened, by a written Bill of Rights.
written constitution, the British live under an evolving constitutional system
that includes specific statutes, the common law, and constitutional
conventions that protect citizens to a limited degree against govemment
318
encroachment.
and Common Law Restrictions on Speech
C. Statutory
319

Freedom of artistic expression in Britain is restricted in many ways.
Until 1968, the Lord Chamberlain licensed theaters and approved stage
performances in advance.'w With the exception of performances involving
1
hypnotism," the Theatres Act of 1968 ended such official censorship, The
311. ROBERTSON, supranote 309, at 11.

312. Id.
313. DE SMITH,supra note 310, at 83-85.
314. Id at6.
315. ld.
316. See generally STEPHN H BAMEYEr AL.,CwIL LBERTIS:CASES ANDMATRIALS 7-13 (2d

note 309, at 387-402.
See also ROBERTSON, supra
ed. 1985);
supranote 310, at 22-47.
317. See OcSMITH,
note 310, at 482. "11 Britain these political tights, though
318. See, e.g. DE SMITH,supra
see ROBERTSON,sapra note
not formally
guaranteed,
enjoy adequate protection in practice." Id.;
when British liberty
is meastred against standards that
309, at13. The picture that emerges
judicial
institutions are
reassuring. Although
have won international acceptance is not very
means that they
inpressive
enough, the absence of any constitutional guarantees of freedom
often lack the legal power to protect individuals against agents of the State.
319. ROaERTSON,
supra note 309, at 13.
supra
note 310, at 488.
320. DE SMITH,
321. Theates Act, 1968, § 1(2) (Eng.).
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Act imposes criminal penalties for presentation of an obscene performance,
which is defined as one that, "taken as a whole, its effect was such to tend
"
to deprave and corrupt persons who were likely ... to attend it. "
Films are censored through a combination of statutory and non3
statutory mechanisms.
The Cinemas Act of 1985 requires films to be
4
shown only in cinemas licensed by local authorities.
These authorities
often require, as a licensing condition, that only films approved by the
z
British Board of Film Classification ("BBFC")" be shown unless the local
6
327
authority gives express consent.
The Act contains criminal penalties
and a maximum fine of twenty-thousand pounds for failure to comply with
m
licensing requirements.'
In 1984, the Video Recordings Act established censorship over videos
329
before their sale to or hire by the public.
Prompted largely by public
concem over "video nasties" and their effect on children viewers," the Act
grants official status to the BBFC to classify videos as suitable for home
33
viewing and to censor them if they are not. ' It is an offense under the
Act to distribute an unclassified cassette unless it falls into an exempted
category like educational material. In deciding whether the appropriate
classification is "general viewing" or "age restricted," the BBFC must give
.special regard to the likelihood of video works ... being viewed in the
" "
home ' by children.
322. Id. § 1(I).
323. DE SMT.r, supra note 310, at 488.
324. ROBERTSON,spra noe 309, at 221.
325. Originally called the Bitish Board ofFilm Censors, the BBFC, was established in 1912

to protect the cinema industry from "claims it was destructive of morality." Id. at 218.
Although it is an unofficial body, funded through fees paid by every film submitted to it, its
ratings often have a determinative effect o local councils. id.
326. Id. at 216. Reacting to pressure from local groups, some of these local councils have
reviewed fils already certified by the BBFC and have banned controversial films, such as The
Life of Brian, A Clockwork Orange, and The Last Temptation of Christ. Id. Thas, one
community may license a film, while another may ban it. I
327. Cinemas Act, 1985,§ 7 (Eng.).
328. Id.
329. O SMori,supra note 310, at 489.
330 See generally MART BARKEt,
mc ViDEO
NttcnS:Phatom ANDCENrSORB1N T0EMeaxA
(M. Barker ed. 1984). See also ROBERTSON,
supra note 309, at 223. The Act replaced a list of
about 60 fitns that the Director ofPublic Prosecutions considered obscene. To avoid obscenity
prosecutions and seizure of offending videos, retailers could obtain the list from their local
police stations. d
331. ROBERTSON,
supra note 309, at 224.
332. Video Recordings Act, 1984, § 4(l)(a) (Eng.).
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Commercial radio is regulated by the Independent Broadcasting
Authority ("IBA"), which has a duty to "ensure that, so far as possible,
nothing is included in the programmes which offends good taste or
333
decency or is likely ... to be offensive to public feeling."
The Attorney
General, who is the guardian of the public interest, can seek an injunction
for an IBA breach of duty, but a private citizen may do so only with the
4
permission of the Attorney General.'
The BBC, established by royal charter in 1926, is licensed by the
Home Secretary to provide non-commercial radio service." Its transmis3
sions also may be restricted. Under the governing agreement, " the Home
Secretary can require the BBC to refrain, at any time, from broadcasting
33
any item or program.
This power is not limited to times of emergen3
cy; 38the only safeguard is that the BBC may tell the public that the Home
3 39
Secretary issued such an order
Failure to comply with a Home
3
Secretary's order can lead to revocation of the BBC's license. " While the
BBC's charter and license agreement do not include a provision concerning
t
the broadcast of obscene or indecent material, in 1964 it executed an
"undertaking," which is appended to its license, to avoid programs that are
2
offensive to good taste and decency.
The Cable and Broadcasting Act of 1984 regulates cable television and
3
3'
satellite broadcasts.
The Act prohibits obscene cable programs
and
imposes a duty on satellite broadcasters, similar to that of the BBC and
s
IBA, to avoid indecent and offensive programs.
333. Broadcasting Act, 1981, § 4(l)(a) (Eng.),
334. Gouriet v. Union of Post Office workers, [19781 App. Cas. 435 (Eng.).

335. ROBErTSON,
sUpranote 309, at 229-30.
336. Command 8233 (1981) sets out the present license and agreement Unaninously
renewed by Parliament in 1981, the license and agreement cannot be reviewed until 1996.
ROBERTSON,supra note 309, at 230.
337. This power is contained in Command 8233, § 13(4) (1981). Similar power exists in
relation to commercial television. Broadcasting Act, 1981, § 29 (Eng.).
338. Id. In 1981, the Home Secretary ordered both the BBC and the 1HA not to broadcast
any interviews with representatives of Sinn Fein, the political ann of the trish Republican Army,

the Ulster Defence Association, or any statement advocating support of these groups. Id

339. Id.
340. DE SMITH, supra note 310, at 486.
341. ROBERTSON,
supra note 309, at 231.
342. Id.
343. Cable and Broadcasting Act, 1984, § 26 (Eng.).

344. Id. at §t 25, 26.
345. Id at t 44.
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In addition to laws regulating the arts and the media, British statutes
regulate obscene and indecent materials. The obscenity law is complex,
and destrucincluding statutory offenses, provisions for search, forfeiture
6
The Obscene
tion of obscene materials, and common law offenses.
7
Publications Acts of 1959 and 1964 cover statutory offenses, making it
Obscene
an offense to publish or possess for gain an obscene article.'
materials, which may include sound recordings, can be seized pursuant to
be brought
a magistrate's warrant, and forfeiture proceedings can then 49
before the magistrate. There is no provision for trial by jury.
Indecent material is regulated by other statutes. The Indecent Displays
(Control) Act of 1981 prohibits the display, or permission to display, of
and
indecent material"sc and permits a constable, on reasonable suspicion
3 t
without a warrant, to arrest a person suspected of violating the Act " and
3
Violation of the Act is punishable by up to two
to seize the material.
353
The Indecent Advertisements Act of 1889 prohibits a
years in prison.
person from affixing to a structure or exhibiting to public view in a house
or shop window, "any picture or printed or written matter which is of an
indecent or obscene nature."
Finally, public prosecutors can, and still do, 5 invoke a common law
The offense may be
misdemeanor called "outraging public decency."
committed by conduct, words, or pictures."'

346. DESMITH,supra note 310, at 502.
supra note 309, at 182-83, for a discussion of events leading up to
347. See ROBERTSON,
passage of the 1959 Act and its effect on censorship of literature. The Act of 1964
for
preventing the production of obscene materials for monetary gain.
strengthened provisions
Id.
348. Obscene Publications Act, 1964, § t(t) (Eng.).
by Obscene Publications Act,
349. Obscene Publications Act, 1959, § 3 (Eng.) (amended
1994, § 1(4)(Bng.)).
350. Indecent Displays (Control) Act, 1981, § 1(t) (Eng.).
351. itt § 2(l).
352. id. § 2(2).
353.Id, § 4(l).
354. Indecent Advertisements Act, 1889, § 3 (Eng.).
355. This comron-law offense was used in 1989 to prosecute an artist and an art gallery
ownerforan exhibit of sutrealistic art featering earrings made from human fetuses. ROBERTSON,
supra note 309, at 209.
356. DESmrrt, supra note 310, at 506.
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D. Enforcement of Obscenity Laws
As in the United States, the police, prosecutors, public, and presiding
justices in Great Britain have struggled with the issues of defining and
censoring obscene and indecent materials. The crux of the dilemma is that
obscenity may be offensive, but censorship impinges on cherished civil
liberties.'" Geoffrey Robertson aptly characterizes the debate on obscenity
laws:
The deep division in society over the proper limits of sexual
permissiveness is mirrored by an inconsistent and ineffective
censorship of publications which may offend or entertain, corrupt
or enlighten .... The problem of drawing a line between moral
outrage and individual freedom has become intractable at a time
when one person's obscenity is another person's bedtime reading.3,
The British definition of obscenity derives from the case of R. v.
59
Hicklin, which was decided more than 100 years before the United States
Supreme Court decided Miller.'
Robertson describes the obscenity
standard as having been created by a "passing judicial comment which has
survived the passage of time and which returns regularly to plague the
courts and parliaments of England, America and the common-law
"
world. " Hicklin defines the standard test of obscenity as "whether the
tendency of the matter charged as obscenity is to deprave and corrupt those
whose minds are open to such immoral influences, and into whose hands
"
a publication of this sort may fall. 'a
The Obscene Publications Acts of 1959 and 1964, key statutes in
Great Britain's anti-obscenity campaign, incorporated a refined version of
this obscenity standard.' The test of obscenity in the Acts is as follows:
[A]n article shall be deemed to be obscene if its effect or (where
the article comprises two or more distinct items) the effect of any
357. GEOFFREY
ROBERTSON,OBSCENITY: AN ACCOUNTOF CENSORSHIP
LAWS AND THEIR
ENFORCEMENT
IN ENOLANDAND WALes 2 (1979).
358. id.
359. Scott v. Hicklin, [1868] 3 Q.B. 360.
360. See supra note 82 and accompanying text.
361.

ROBERTSON,supra note 309, at 30.

362. Hicklin, 3 Q.B. at 371.
363. ROBERTSON,supra note 309, at 182.
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one of its items, if taken as a whole, such as to tend to deprave
and corrupt persons who are likely, having regard to all relevant
circumstances, to read, see or hear the matter contained or
embodied in it.
This definition of obscenity is a relational one. Lord Wilberforce
commented in a 1972 case:
An article cannot be considered obscene in itself: it can only be
so in relation to its likely readers . . . . EIln every case, the
magistrates, or the jury, are called upon to ascertain who are the
likely readers and then to consider whether the article is likely to
deprave and corrupt them."
concerning the meaning of "deprave and corrupt"
Judicial comments
36
are inconsistent. 6 Geoffrey Robertson characterizes corrupt as a "strong
word" that implies more than merely "leading morally astray." z' He
describes the situation since the passage of the Act as "forensic free-forall," and claims that the obscenity standard "means whatever ten out of
twelve arbitrarily selected jurors could be convinced that it meant by
advocacy was unfettered by scientific or sociological
lawyers whose
"
footnotes. a
While the parliamentary debates on the 1959 Obscene Publications Act
were confined to sexual matters,' the courts have extended the statutory
370
In
definition of obscene to include advocacy of dangerous drug taking.
a 1965 case involving twenty books about growing, cooking with, and
using drugs, the prosecution won an obscenity conviction for a book about
a drug user in New York City because the book was deemed to advocate
experimentation with cocaine."
of obscenity is the
Central to an analysis of the 1959 Acts definition
r
This likely-recipient
target audience-the likely reader or listener.'
364.
365.
366.
367.
368.
369.
370.
371.
372.

Obscene Publications Act, 1959, § 1(1)(Eng.).
Regin v. Whyte, [1972] 3 All E.R. 12, 17.
DESmn, supranote 310, at 504.
supranote 309, at 185.
ROBERTSON,
supranote 357, at 45.
ROBERTSON,
supranote 309, at 190.
ROBERTSON,
Id. at 190-91.
Calder v. Powell, [1965] 1 Q.B.509, 515.
supra note 309, at 186.
ROBERTSON,
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standard is a higher one than the most-vulnerable-recipient standard in
Hicklin?"
The second element in the Act's test involves the number of likely
37
recipients who must be corrupted before material is judged obscene. ' In
book
Last
the
Boyars,
involving
the famous 1973 case of R. v. Calder &
Exit to Brooklyn, the Court of Appeal established the significant proportion
test, whereby the jury must decide whether a significant proportion of the
likely recipients were corrupted by the material.'
376
The third element, the dominant-effect principle, is similar to the
377
prosecutors
Before
Hicklin,
test.
of
the
Miller
taken-as-a-whole prong
obtained convictions by isolating certain "purple" passages from their
37
However, the Act requires the court to consider the effects of
context.
the material's dominant theme, style, and message on the viewer, listener,
379
Although Parliament's Select Committee on the Obscene
or reader.
Publications Act had stressed the importance of the dominant effect of the
t o
whole work, the Court of Appeal applied a different analysis in a case
involving a magazine."' In R. v. Anderson, the court used an item-by-item
analysis, requiring a finding of obscenity if even one item was obscene."
If extended to albums, this approach could be troublesome.
As in Miller, the applicable standard is not national, but rather one
The collective
based on the community in which the jurors reside.s
experience of twelve jurors is presumed to provide "a degree of familiarity
with popular reading trends, what is deemed acceptable on television and
at cinemas, and the degree of explicitness . . . in publications on sale at
Therefore, as in the United States, the standard for
local newsagents."'
obscenity can vary among different communities.
373.
374.
375.
376.
377.
378.
379.
380.
381.
382.
383.
384.

Id. at112-13.
Id. at 187.
Regina v. Calder & Boyan Ltd., [1969] 1 Q.B. 151, 16&
supranote 309, at 187.
ROBERTSON,
Seesupranote 82 and acconpanying text.
ROBERTSON,
supra note 309, at 187.
Id. at 187-88.
Id. at 187.
Id. at 188.
R. v. Anderson, [197113 AltER. 1152, 1158.
ROBERTSON,
supra note 357, at 67-68.
Id. at 68.
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The defendant
The 1959 Act provides for a public good defense.'
can claim that the material is justified in the "interests of drama, opera,
ballet or any other art, or of literature or learning or of other objects of
m
This defense is similar to the literary, artistic,
general concern."'
8
political, or scientific value prong of Miller. '
a jury must undertake a
defense,
good
public
the
In evaluating
balancing act, assessing the literary ormother merits against the strength of
Geoffrey Robertson calls this
the tendency to deprave or corrupt.'
balancing act "logical nonsense,"" as it involves comparing and weighing
0
He questions whether the defense will
two entirely different concepts.
generally prove useful because he believes a jury is unlikely to find that
spreading depravity could ever be considered in the public interest."
In defining indecency, one court called it "something that offends the
In a later case, Lord Reed
.3'
ordinary modesty of the average man ....
further stated that "[i]ndecency is not confined to sexual indecency;... it
man or woman would find to
includes anything which an ordinary decent
3
be shocking, disgusting or revolting."" Courts recognize that this standard
changes over time and invite juries to be tolerant of the rights of minori9
Therefore, this consideration of tolerance may outweigh jurors'
ties.'
aversion to the allegedly indecent material.'
While obscenity is prosecuted as harmful, indecency is considered a
public nuisance, that is, an affront to public sensibilities."t Generally, a
juror must decide what is indecent based on his or her interpretation of
what ordinary decent people in the local community would find shocking
m
Robertson calls it a "standard so vague and arbitrary that
or disgusting.'
385. Obscene Publications Act, 1959, § 4 (Eng.).

386. Id.§ 4(1).
text.
387. Seesupra note 82 andaccompanying
388. Calder v. Powell, [1965] 1 Q.B.509.
389. ROBERTSON, supranote 3D9, at 189.
390. Id. at 189-90.
391. Id. at 190.
392. R. v. Stanley, [19651 1 AllE.R. 1035, 1037.
393. Knuner v. DPP, [1973] App. Cas. 435, 458.
394. GEOFFRnY ROBERTSON & ANDREw NICOL,MEDtA LAW: THE RIGHTSOF JOURNALISTS
AND BROADCASTERS95 (1984).
395. Id.
396. ROBERTSON, supra note 357, at 174.
397. ROBERTSON8& NICOL,supra 394, at 96.
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has found him guilty, whether
no citizen can know, at least before a" court
9
or not he has committed an offence. "
Expert evidence is usually not permitted in indecency proceedings, but
may be allowed where the question of indecency turns on the circumstanc9
es or meaning of material." In 1977, the promoters of0° the Sex Pistols'
album, Never Mind the Bollocks, Here's the Sex Pistols, were cleared of
an
an offense under the Indecent Advertisements Act of 1889 when
"
English professor traced the etymology of the word "bollocks. '' This
same statute was also used to prosecute Richard Branson, later the founder
for displaying the same album in a chain of
of Virgin Atlantic Airways,
0
he owned. m He was eventually acquitted of obscenity
record stores
4 3
0
charges.
Commentators de Smith and Brazier are critical of British obscenity
They
law, contending that there is "public dissatisfaction" with it.
conclude that "[tihe scope of the law is uncertain and juries seem
reluctant to convict either on obscenity or indecency chargincreasingly
0
es.Y
While Geoffrey Robertson is also critical of the Obscene Publications
'
Act, he believes that it has helped secure freedom of written expresunsuccessful trials 0involving the
He contends that the celebrated,
sion.'
40
works Lady Chatterley's Lover, Last Exit to Brooklyn, and Inside
Linda Lovelace"'S convinced prosecutors to abandon prosecutions of books
sapra note 357, at 176.
398. ROBERTSON,
399.

& NICOL, supra note 394, at 96.
ROBERTSON

400. SEX PISTOLS,NEVER MIND THEBOLLOCKS,HEnsS THE SEX PISTOLS(1977).
& NICOL, supra note 394, at 96. "[A] professor ofEnglish literature traced
401. ROBERTSON
for a court the etymology of the word 'botlocks,' from the literal meaning of 'testicles'; which
appeared in early editions of the Bible (King James edition replaced it with 'stones') to its
modem colloquial meaning of 'rubbish' or 'nonsense.'" Id.
402. td. at 203.
403. Id. (case is unreported.)
404. DESMTlH, supra note 310, at 507.

405. Id.
supra note 309, at 182.
406. ROBERTSON,
407. Id.
408. Id. at 183.
409. Id.
410. Id.
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4

with any literary merit. ' Further, he concludes that enforcement of
3
obscenity laws is now largely limited to "hard-core pornography," boding
well for rock music.
Robertson reserves stronger criticism for the pre-censorship system
3
that was established by the 1984 Video Recordings Act.
Because the
Home Secretary approves two officers of the British Board of Film
4 4
Classification, " Robertson perceives inappropriate political links between
the government and the official censorship apparatus for video and the
43
unofficial one for film.
in addition to his concern that material could be
suppressed on political grounds, he is critical of the BBFC policy of
'6
judging films on artistic grounds.
Robertson also expresses doubt about a watchdog body, the Broadcasting Standards Council (BSC), which was created in 1988 to monitor
and adjudicate viewer complaints about commercial and non-commercial
4 7
television. "
He asserts that the functions of the BSC are to "preview-and perhaps pre-censor-foreign programmes, . . . draw up new
codes on sex and violence, and ... try to devise ways of stopping satellites
"4
from transmitting European erotica into British homes. " He believes that
4 9
the BSC codes will duplicate existing BBC and IBA program guidelines "
and will pressure broadcasters to align their professional judgments with
official views on what shows are in the public interest.'
In summary, while prosecutions for obscenity may now be restricted
to hard-core pornography, new developments in the censorship of videos
and the establishment of broadcast monitoring bodies indicate that
censorship of obscene and indecent material is still a vital public concern
in Britain and could prove troublesome for rock music and videos.
411. Id.

412. Id. at 190.
413. Id. at 223-24. Robertson calls the Acs "bureaucratic system of pre-censorship
unprecedented since the demise of the Cromwellian 'licensees of the Press' in 1695." Id at
224.
414. Id.
415. Id. at226.

416. Id. at 226-27. Robertson gives as an example of the artistic judgment exercised by the
BBFCin its treament ofviolence in films. With violent films, the BBFCconsiders the "mom[
position of the film-maker towards his own material"by taking into accotmrwhether
he or she
sympathizes with the victim or aggressor.Ih at 227.
417. Id, at 249.
418. Id.
419. Id. at 250.
420. Id. at 251.
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E. Broadcasting Standards
duty not to broadcast material that
While the IBA has a statutory
42
"offends good taste2 or decency," ' the BBC voluntarily undertook this
same duty in 1964.' Because the IBA broadcasts significantly less music
than the BBC,' the latter's policies are of greater relevance in the present
context of music censorship.
u
In the 1970s, BBC Radio 1, a pop music station,' banned the
anticontained
or
drug-orientedOe
lyrics were
broadcast of songs whose
4
monarchy sentiments. 'e At the same time, the BBC banned political
songs, including "Give Ireland Back to the Irish" by Paul McCartney and
4
Wings, " because the mention of the title implied the station had a political
position on Northern Ireland./s
In 1989, the BBC issued Producers' Guidelines which, after summarizing the BBC responsibility not to broadcast offensive programs, state that
has become harder as social attitudes have
"[i]nterpreting this commitment
" 9
become more diverse. "' Under the heading "Taste," the Guidelines
caution:
If an item in bad taste is broadcast it should be by conscious
decision rather than accident. It must be justified by its purpose
What is acceptand the overall quality of the programme ....
able at one time and in one set of circumstances may not be in
another. This is particularly the case, for example, with strong
language."'
421. Seesupra note 331 and accompanying text
422. See supra notes341-42andaccompanying text.
423. PAULOBURTON, TELEVISIONAND RADIO IN THE UNiTED KINGDOM328 (1981).

424.
425.
426.
427.
428.

BBC, MusicRadiofor the1990s (1990).
See supra notes 287-89 and accompanying text.
See supra note 304 and accompanying text
Give IrelandBack to the Irish (1972).
ANDWINGS,
PAULMCCARTNEY
Interview with Rowland Myers, Programme Organiser, BBC Radio Cambridge, in

Cambridge, Eng. (Aug. 2, 1990). The banning meant that the name of the song, which
occupied a high position on a weekly list of best-selling songs, had to he omitted by any disc
jockey. He or she would merely state that position "s" on the list was occupied by an
unspecified Paul McCartney song. Id.
429. BBC, ProducersGuidelines (1989).

430. Id.
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Johnny Beading, Controller of Programmes for Radio 1, contends that
his current policy on the banning of popular songs is to "[alvoid [the]
banning of records at all costs."43' He believes that banning records
generates publicity that boosts sales of controversial songs.432 Instead, he
gives his producers discretion to program different songs at different times
433
of the day and night.
Nine o'clock in the evening is the watershed hour
after which producers can broadcast songs with more explicit lyrics or
4
strong language. 1 The BBC believes that after 9:00 psn. parental
authority should be exercised over younger listeners.435
The BBC policy of not banning, but rather restricting certain songs to
post 9:00 pin. broadcast, contrasts sharply with current regulatory and
statutory initiatives in the United States. The FCC must now justify the
constitutionality of a twenty-four-hour ban on indecent material required
4
by a federal statute ' or, alternatively, a channeling period such as
437
midnight to 6:00 am.
In either case, these policies would be much more
restrictive than those used in British broadcasting.
IV.

COMPARISON OF MUSIC CENSORSHIP IN BRITAIN
AND THE UNITED STATES

In the United States, rock-and-roll is once again the subject of a
4
censorship campaign; meanwhile, in Britain, rock music is not banned4
and obscenity prosecutions have decreased.' 0 These dramatically different
phenomena may be explained by different regulatory and prosecutorial
approaches to censorship of music, as well as by different sociocultural
norms about the roles of parents and government in protecting children.
431. Interview with Johnny eading, Controller of Programmes, BBC Radio I FM, in
London, Eng. (Aug. I, 1990).
432. ld
433. fAt Mr. Beading advised that the most recent discussion of a controversial song
occurred in 1989 about the record "I Want Your Sex" by George Michael. Beading told his
producers to play the song after 9:00 p.m. Id.
434. Id.
435. Id.;see also Interiew with Rowland Myers, supra note 428.
436. See supra notes 137-43 and accompanying text.
437. See supra note 147 and accompanying text.
438. See supra note 61 and accompanying text.
439. See supra note 431 and accompanying text
440. See ROBERTSON & NICOL, supra note 394, at 79.
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While Britain provides limited constitutional protection for free
speech" and has numerous statutes that regulate obscene and indecent
2
material," its prosecutors proceed more cautiously than their American
counterparts because of the policies underlying the prosecutorial system.
British prosecutors move forward with cases for which there is a "realistic
From the inception of a possible case,
prospect of a conviction.""
against two criteria: evidentiary
prosecutors must analyze the complaint
'
sufficiency and the public interest.
In order to satisfy the first criterion, evidence must be "admissible,
The Code for Crown Prosecutor ("Code")
substantial and reliable."'
emphasizes prosecuting only winnable cases, stating that "[t]he Crown
Prosecution Service does not support the proposition that a bare prima
facie case is enough . .. ."' This means that if the prosecutor cannot
satisfy himself or herself that a Magistrate's Court7 will accept the case,
then he or she should not start or continue a case."
criterion, that is,
Next, the prosecutor must consider the public interest
8
In a statement
whether "the public interest requires a prosecution.""
endorsed by his successors, Lord Shawcross, a former Attorney General,
advised Parliament that "[ilt has never been the rule in this Country ...
that suspected criminal offenses must automatically be the subject of
prosecution . ... ." Calling the public interest criterion the "dominant
consideration," he cautioned that prosecutors must heed "the effect which
the prosecution, successful or unsuccessful as the case may be, would have
upon public morale and order, and with any other considerations affecting
"
public policy. " According to Geoffrey Robertson, the public policy in
favor of free speech is an important consideration and deterrent for
as Parliament is critical of actions that compromise this principrosecutors,
45
ple. '

441. See supra notes 309-11 and accompanying text.
442. See supra notes 319-32, 343-54 and accompanying text.
443. Crown Prosecution Seroice, Code for Crown Prosecutors 1 (1987) (Eng.).

444. Id.
445. Id.
446. Id.
447. Id.
448. Id.

449. Id.
450. Id.
451. RoBErsoN & NicoL, supra note 394, at 19.
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The Code enumerates a number of factors'n that can lead to a decision
3
If the penalty
not to prosecute, the first factor being the likely penalty.
is nominal, the Code directs the prosecutor to consider carefully whether
the public interest is served in proceeding with such a case.M In
particular, the Code requires prosecutors to "weigh the likely penalty with
In short, the Code does
the likely length and cost of the proceedings."'
4
not require the prosecutor to proceed even if a law has been broken. 'e
Prosecutors must convince the court or a jury beyond a reasonable
doubt that material is obscene.' They are hampered in their prosecutions
by the "lack of community consensus on whether and to what extent sexual
58
Geoffrey Robertson's evaluation,
explicitness should be proscribed."
consequently, is that current enforcement of obscenity laws is limited to
59
"hard-core pornography."
In addition to the difficulty in obtaining obscenity convictions, British
prosecutors recognize that censorship of material causes skyrocketing
sales.'
Robertson calls this the "central irony of the courtroom crusade,""' because prosecuting obscene material spreads its allegedly
corrupting influence.'
Broadcasters, too, have learned this lesson.' When the BBC banned
the Sex Pistols' "God Save the Queen," the song became the number one
'
Current BBC policy to avoid
best-selling record within a month.
452. Crown Prosecution Service, supra note 443. The factors ae: likely penalty, staleness,
youth, old age and infirmity, mental illness or stress, sexual offeses, complainanrs attitude, and
peripheral defendants. Id.
453.

Id.

454.

IM

455.

Id.

456.

ROBERTSON& NICOL, supra note 394, at 19.

457.

ROBERTSON,supra note 309, at 185.

458.
459.

ROBERTSON,supra note 357. at 308.
ROBERTSON& NICOL, supra note 394, at 79.

460.

RoBERTSO,SUpra note 309,at 178, Lady Chatterley's Lover sold 3,0OO,00copies after

its prosecution in 1961. Inside Linda Lovelace, which had sold only a few thousand copies
before its 1976 prosecution, sold 600,000 copies within threeweeks of its acquittal. Rohertson
states that "[t]hat trialseems finally to have convinced the DPP [Director of Public Prosecutions] of the unwildom of using obscenity laws against books with any claim to literay or
sociological merit" Id.
461. Id.
462. Id.
463. See supra note 431 and accompanying text
464. See supra note 305 and accompanying text.
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While the recording
banning recognizes that banning boosts sales.'
4
industry in the United States acknowledges this phenomenon, ' state
not
been
have
local
prosecutors'
and
legislators,' FCC regulators,'
deterred.
Another factor that may explain the different approaches to broadcast
regulation in the United States and Britain is the different public attitudes
concerning the respective roles government and parents play in protecting
children. In the United States, the child-protective rationale has been
upheld as justifying channeling and may constitutionally4support a twentyHowever, in
material. '
four-hour ban on the broadcast of indecent
47
Britain, 9:00 pm. is the watershed hour ' after which more explicit lyrics
may be broadcast freely;"' BBC executives believe that parental rather
than broadcasters'473authority should be exercised in the evening to restrict
younger listeners.
V. CONCLUSION

Free speech protection was incorporated into the First Amendment to
474
the United States Constitution, and its unequivocal guarantee extends to
4 5
Rock-and-roll is perhaps the primary means of expression
rock-and-roll.
47
Rock lyrics are imaginative and provocative and
for young people.
4
contribute to the marketplace of ideas so cherished by Americans. '
Justice Harlan aptly expressed the Court's commitment to diverse
expression in Cohen v. California, stating that "one man's vulgarity is
478
another's lyric."
465. See supra note 431 and accompanying text
466. See supra notes 167-68 and accompanying text
467. See supra notes 173-79 and accompanying text.
468. See supra notes 109, 128, 138, 141-43 and accompanying text.
469. See supra notes 223-32 and 23540 and accompanying text
470. See Reiss, supa note 119, at 253-57 for a critique oftie child-psotective rafonale sed
to justify channeling.
471. See supra note 434 and accompanying text.
472. Id.
473. Id.

474. See supra note 62 and accompanying text.
475. See supra notes 74-80 and accompanying text.
476. Goeichild, supra note 59, at 146-47.
477. Idf at 150-54.

478. Cohen v. Califoria, 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
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Further, rock-and-roll is often political speech, which deserves
protection on that basis." During the 1960s and 1970s, rock songs carried
the message of civil rights, feminism, opposition to the Vietnam War,
international peace, and respect for the environment.'
More recently,
popular rock singers have been in the forefront of fundraising causes,
ranging from AIDS to apartheid.t A recent New York Times article even
credited a Mongolian rock group with fostering democracy by singing
about subjects that were taboo under its country's now overthrown
Communist government.'
People like Tipper Gore of the PMRC argue for labeling, believing
that there is a qualitative difference now in rock-and-roll lyrics, that they
are more evil and more violent than before, contributing to juvenile crime,
'
sadomasochistic sex, and suicide.
Others may find certain individual
lyrics unpleasant and offensive, but believe that restrictions on rock-androll, as a form of free speech, are more dangerous.'
Still others question
the link that crusaders against rock music make between lyrics and teenage
behavior.' As Jon Pareles noted: "Somehow the assumption has spread
that young people-who question every other form of authority-will set
aside every bit of education and skepticism to blindly follow the advice of
a screaming geek with heavy mascara, just because he plays a guitar."'
In the United States today, First Amendment guarantees for rock-androll must be jealously guarded, if only because of the question that Tom
Wicker posed in the tite of his New York Times op ed piece: "After
Lyrics, What?"' If the government, or the recording industry functioning
like the government, can decide what we can hear, see, read, or write
about, free speech will be truncated so that it is no longer free, so that it
479. Goodchild, supra note 59, at 154-55.
480. Id. at155.
481. See, e.g., Jan Pareles, Ideology Thrives in Rock's Outer Orbits, N.Y. TiMES, Mar, 4,

1990, at 32;Christopher S.Wren, At Woodstock on the Veld, RockBlasts Apartheid, N.Y.
TimEs, June 4, 1990, at A4; Saving Thoreau's Pond: Rack Stars (Who Else?), N.Y. Tmes,
Aug. 14, 1990, at C4; Stephen Holden, The Pop Life, N.Y. TiMEs,Aug. 14, 1990, at C14;
Burton
Bollag, The Rolling Siones Take on Prague, N.Y. TEs, Aug. 26, 1990, at C13.
482. Nicholas D. Kdistof, A Mongolian Rock Oroup Fosters Democracy, N.Y. TiMES,Mar.

16,1990, at CI1.
483. See supra note
59 and accompanying texL
484. Goodchild, supra note 59, at 197.
485. Pareles, supra note 254.
486.Id.
487.Tom Wicker, After Lyrics, What?N.Y. TIMES,
Feb. 5, 1990, at 19.
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'

is chilled into silence. In the 1950s, Danny and the Juniors sang, "Rock4
and-roll is here to stay, it will never die." " That was a brave prediction,
one that may prove prescient in Great Britain. Sadly for freedom of
expression it may ultimately ring hollow in the United States if American
legislators, government regulators, and citizen crusaders sanitize, sterilize,
and regulate the imagination, power, and creativity out of rock-and-roll.
Marilyn J. Flood

488. Id.
489. DANNY AND THEJUNIORS,Rock-and-roll Is Here to Stay (1958).

